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Pressure wave supercharger is an application of wave rotor technology that utilizes com-
pression waves produced by high-pressure engine exhaust gas to compress the fresh intake
air within the channels. The phenomena within the wave rotor channels are governed by
compression and expansion waves initiated when the channel ends are periodically exposed
to differing pressure ports. Two incoming fluids are brought into contact for a very short
amount of time to facilitate efficient energy and momentum transfer, thereby exchanging
pressure dynamically between the fluids by means of unsteady pressure waves. Since the
energy transfer is based on unsteady pressure waves, correct matching of waves and ports
is essential for optimum results. Mistiming of the waves in the channels is detrimental to
the efficient exchange of pressure and low-pressure exhaust scavenging, which ensures mini-
mum exhaust gas recirculation. Due to varying speed and load conditions of the unit to be
supercharged, it is not always possible to maintain the rotor speed constant at the design
point.
To mitigate the effects of wave mistiming due to varying speed, a well-designed combi-
nation of wall-pockets was used in Comprex® pressure wave supercharger. The wall-pockets
are the recesses provided in the endplates of pressure wave superchargers to create necessary
pressure zones at desired locations. This thesis details an extensive qualitative and com-
putational investigation of the performance of pressure wave superchargers with pockets.
Numerical simulations of pressure wave superchargers have been performed using the wave
rotor analysis codes employed at the Combustion and Propulsion Research Laboratory at
IUPUI. This work also pays close attention to inspecting the numerical schemes and mod-
eling of different physical phenomena used in each code. A comparative verification of the
wave rotor analysis codes has been conducted to ensure that the same fundamental numeri-
cal scheme is correctly implemented in each code. The issue of low-pressure scavenging has
been demonstrated by simulating the four-port (pocketless) pressure wave supercharger op-
erating at lower speeds. The wall-pockets have been modeled using a simple lumped volume
technique. The gas state in the lumped volume of pockets is estimated using the continuity
and energy equations such that the net mass and energy fluxes between each pocket and
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the wave rotor channels are close to zero. The lumped volume models of pockets have been
implemented in the four-port wave rotor configurations to simulate the pressure wave su-
perchargers with pockets. The simulation results show that the pockets assist to maintain
sufficient pressure in the desired zones to facilitate proper low-pressure scavenging during
lower rotor speed operations. The Comprex simulation results have been observed to be in
good agreement with experimental data and qualitative analysis. Specific observations on




The concept of harnessing the unsteady and periodic flows for practical purposes has
been recognized since the early twentieth century. Despite the evolution of concept into
the successful development of operating cycles and unsteady-flow devices, it had not been
able to catch enough attention from the engineers. Further, sporadic efforts have been
noted in making substantial improvements to the earlier invented wave machines until recent
years. Shock tubes, shock tunnels, pulse combustors, pulse detonation engines, and wave
rotors are some of the well-known applications of the unsteady wave machines. The wave
machines employ the unsteady pressure waves generated in appropriate confined volumes to
directly exchange the energy and pressure between different fluids without involvement of
mechanical parts. The main advantage of these wave machines is their capacity to achieve
higher pressure exchange in shorter time or length. Also, wave compression is a relatively
efficient process at moderate pressure ratios compared to mechanical compression. Despite
the most appealing features, the unsteady-flow machines have been relatively overlooked by
the engineers considering the limited computational resources available to perform detailed
flow calculations and analysis of unsteady wave phenomena. The wave machines have the
potential to significantly improve the performance of engines if the unsteady flow taking
place in the wave machines is deciphered and appropriately analyzed [ 1 ].
Wave rotor machines are the earliest types of unsteady-flow devices, with the first ap-
plication dating back to 1906. A wave rotor is essentially comprised of an array of passages
arranged around the axis of a cylindrical rotor. The rotor rotates between two stationary
endplates that carry a few ports or manifolds. As the rotor rotates, the passages are exposed
to differing pressure ports. By carefully selecting the numbers and positions of ports, a wave
rotor can be used for a variety of applications. The four-port configuration of wave rotor,
known as pressure wave exchanger/supercharger, has been focused on in this study. First
attempts to commercialize the wave rotor pressure wave supercharger technology initialized
in the early 1940s, when Brown Boveri Company (BBC) in Switzerland designed a wave
rotor as topping stage for a 1640 kW gas turbine [ 2 ], [  3 ]. The BBC’s work was based on
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several patents of Claude Seippel, filed from 1940 to 1949 [ 4 ], [ 5 ], [ 6 ], [ 7 ]. Although this first
application could not deliver the results as expected, its satisfactory integration and contin-
uous working led to the idea of using wave rotors for diesel engine supercharging. The first
units were manufactured and tested between 1947 and 1955 after joint efforts of ITE Circuit
Breaker Company, U.S. Bureau of Aeronautics, and Cornell University [ 8 ], [  9 ]. In 1955,
a cooperative program was started with BBC to pursue the development of pressure wave
supercharger for diesel engines [ 10 ]. BBC’s pressure wave supercharger, commonly known
by its tradename Comprex, was first installed on a truck engine in 1971 [ 10 ]. After testing
successfully on Opel 2.1 l diesel engine in 1978, the Comprex appeared in passenger cars as
the primary supercharging device [ 11 ], [ 12 ], [ 13 ]. Around 1980, the Comprex research was
handed over to MAZDA in Japan, when the BBC researchers returned to work on the wave
rotor topping stage for gas turbine engines. The most successful commercial application of
Comprex was found in MAZDA 626 Capellas with 2.0 l RF-series engines. From 1987 to the
late 1990s, over 150,000 MAZDA diesel cars were produced, with Comprex being the primary
supercharging device. Additionally, the Comprex has been tested effectively on vehicles such
as Mercedes-Benz, Peugeot and Ferrari, and on other heavy-duty engines.
Successful commercialization of Comprex attracted the interest of many research groups
around the world. After 1985 wave rotor workshop, there has been significant progress in
the development of wave rotor technology supported by precise experimental techniques
and high-performance computational resources to simulate the unsteady flow field inside the
wave rotor passages. The wave rotor program at NASA Glenn Research Center, started in
1988, has aimed to investigate the benefits of using wave rotor technology for improving the
performance of future aeroderivative engines [ 14 ]. In 1993, Wilson and Paxson at NASA
GRC, published a feasibility study of wave rotor topping cycle for gas turbine engines [ 15 ].
Welch et al. in 1995, investigated the advantages of using wave rotor topping cycle for
baseline turboshaft engines by predicting a 19-21% increase in specific power and a 16-17%
decrease in specific fuel consumption. Welch later studied the effects of wave rotor channel
curvature to demonstrate the wave turbine [ 16 ], [  17 ].
Paxson in the early 1990s developed a gas-dynamic model and computational code imple-
mented in FORTRAN to predict the performance characteristics of wave rotors by simulating
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the unsteady flow field inside the channels of wave rotors. The code uses an explicit, sec-
ond order, Lax-Wendroff type TVD scheme based on Roe’s approximate Riemann solver
to numerically solve the one-dimensional Euler equations, which are used to describe the
unsteady, compressible and viscous flow occurring in the wave rotor channels. Paxson’s
wave rotor analysis tool, popularly known as NASA quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) code, uses
simplified models to account for channel area variation (hence, ’quasi’ 1D), and for various
physical phenomena and loss mechanisms associated with the wave rotor operation, such as
gradual passage opening and closing, leakage to the central cavity, viscous (frictional) and
heat transfer effects and other non-uniformities arising due to incorrect shock incidences and
improperly mixed port flows. Nalim at NASA GRC investigated and developed a combus-
tion model for wave rotors for use as constant volume pressure gain combuster [ 18 ]. Nalim
and Paxson later extended the capability of NASA Q1D code to predict the combustion in
wave rotors by both detonation and deflagration modes [ 19 ], [  20 ].
Nalim, after joining Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) in 1997,
continued the research on combustion wave rotor. From 1997 to 2020, IUPUI wave rotor
research program has recorded continuous and significant progress in the development of wave
rotor combustor test rig. Nalim and other researchers at IUPUI wave rotor program have
been working on a wide variety of wave rotor applications, ranging from four-port wave rotor
to pulse detonation engines. A computational and experimental program is currently being
conducted at IUPUI in collaboration with Rolls-Royce to investigate the performance of
combustion wave rotors. Some of the important publications and insights about the programs
can be found in ref. [ 1 ]. The computational research conducted at IUPUI by Nalim and co-
workers has resulted into a flexible and robust wave rotor analysis code, termed as Simulation
of Combustion and Waves One-Dimensional (SCW1D), which retains the methodology of
the NASA Q1D unsteady combustion code, generalized for any number of ports, and with
substantial reorganization for modularity and modern coding practices. Various researchers
have worked on the SCW1D program to extend its capability to incorporate additional
processes such as two-step, four-species combustion, radial (passage-to-passage) leakage [ 21 ]
and passage curvature [ 22 ]. Researchers at Nalim’s lab at IUPUI have also investigated the
possibility of using a pressure wave supercharger for Kubota diesel engine used in IUPUI
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racing vehicle for Snowmobile competition. A four-port wave rotor scaling study has been
performed to design a pressure wave supercharger for the specifications of diesel engine used.
The main drawback of a four-port wave rotor as a pressure wave supercharger is its variable
speed compatibility. Four-port wave rotors are effective only at design speed. If the rotor
speed is decreased, the performance of pressure wave supercharger gets drastically affected,
leading to a possible collapse. Further, the reduced rotor speed results in the issue of low-
pressure scavenging and excessive exhaust gas recirculation. One of the possible solution to
extend the operability of a four-port wave rotor supercharger is to provide the wall-pockets or
recess in the endplates to ensure proper low-pressure scavenging as described in a 1964 patent
by J. Waleffe [ 23 ]. Despite a successful commercial application, the pocket combinations have
not gained enough attention in terms of computational modeling and simulation. Similar
study has been conducted earlier by S. Basu at Nalim’s lab to incorporate the wall-pockets
in available NASA Q1D version [  24 ],[ 25 ]. This work aims to extend the capacity of SCW1D
code to incorporate the wall-pockets used in four-port wave rotors for the speed and load
range extension, based on waleffe’s patent. Observations and simulations presented in this
thesis have satisfactorily predicted the performance of a pressure wave supercharger with
pockets.
1.2 Background
Wave rotors have a variety of configurations for different applications. Four-port wave
rotors, commonly known as pressure wave superchargers, are mainly used as superchargers
for IC engines. PWS utilizes unsteady pressure waves produced by high-pressure engine
exhaust to compress fresh intake air. Even if the purpose of PWS is similar to conventional
turbochargers, their working principles are entirely different. Conventional turbochargers
separate exhaust and intake charges into the separate turbine and compressor chambers,
respectively. Energy from high-pressure engine exhaust gases is extracted to drive a turbine,
coupled to a compressor where fresh intake air is compressed. Turbochargers are popularly
and prevalently used in automotive applications for their manufacturing simplicities. Wave
rotor PWS is an unsteady wave machine, which can be used as an alternative to conven-
tional turbochargers, to perform efficient inter-fluid pressure exchange. Unlike conventional
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turbomachines, PWS brings high-pressure and low-pressure fluids into contact for a very
short amount of time, thereby allowing energy and momentum transfer dynamically, with-
out significant involvement of mechanical parts. The most successful application of PWS
for automotive supercharging was in Mazda RF series diesel engines, found in 1988 Mazda
626 Capella. Mazda produced over 150,000 diesel cars fitted with Comprex pressure wave
supercharger from 1988 to 1995.
Figure 1.1. Wave rotor pressure wave supercharger operating principle [  26 ]
A wave rotor PWS comprises a cylindrical rotor containing rows of circumferentially dis-
tributed channels, two stationary endplates having inlet and exhaust ports, and a cylindrical
shroud to enclose the rotor and to connect the endplates together. Rectangular wave rotor
channels are arranged around the axis of rotor, typically in a row or two. The rotor is
mounted on a drive shaft, which is driven by the unit to be supercharged. The stationary
endplates must be placed at the rotor ends with minimum clearance to avoid leakage while
ensuring there is no rubbing contact between rotor and endplates under any operating and
thermal condition. The outer shroud connects the endplates while preventing leakage of
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fluids to the ambient. A four-port PWS can be of through-flow or reverse-flow type. As
the rotor rotates, the channels are periodically exposed to the differing pressure inlet and
exhaust ports in the endplates. When the channels are exposed to the exhaust outlet port,
residual exhaust gases are expelled out of the rotor, and expansion waves are produced,
allowing the suction of fresh air into the channels through the air inlet port. Eventually,
when the channels are exposed to the high-pressure exhaust inlet port, compression waves
propagate into the channel, compressing the fresh air inside the channels. The compressed
fresh air is then allowed to exit the rotor and fed to the engine. During an ideal cycle, the
interface between air and exhaust should not reach the air outlet port in order to avoid
the penetration of exhaust gas into the engine cylinder. The pressure wave phenomena and
correct wave timings will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Since the PWS is generally driven by the engine to be supercharged, it is not always
possible to maintain the rotor speed constant at the design point. As the pressure waves
traveling in wave rotor channels do not change their speed, fluctuating speed of rotor results
in inappropriate shock incidences. Reflection of pressure waves from imprecise locations
causes a significant reduction in compression efficiency as well as undesirable backflows re-
sulting in reduced mass flow rates through the ports. Further, the reduced speed of the
rotor is detrimental to the low-pressure scavenging. These shortcomings can be overcome by
providing pockets between the high-pressure and low-pressure parts of a reverse-flow PWS.
Wall-pockets are the recesses provided in the walls of PWS for creating or maintaining high-
pressure zones at desired locations. Commercial PWS Comprex was provided with three
wall-pockets along with the inflow and outflow ports. Each pocket serves to either create or
Figure 1.2. Components of Comprex Pressure Wave Supercharger. a. rotor;
b. hot stator plate; c. cold stator plate; d. Comprex unit [ 27 ]
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maintain sufficient pressure zones at desirable locations to assist proper low-pressure scav-
enging while operating at lower rotor speeds. Details on the working of pockets combination
will be presented in Chapter 6.
1.3 Problem Statement
A well-designed wave rotor PWS operating at the design point is theoretically highly
efficient device due to the less involvement of mechanical parts. The energy is exchanged
dynamically between the fluids by bringing them into contact for a precise amount of time.
However, the complex gas dynamics present a variety of problems under practical operat-
ing conditions. Hence regardless of the most appealing highlights, a few difficulties have
obstructed the general commercialization of wave rotors. Various research efforts have been
completed during the past century to comprehend the complex unsteady flow field and in-
novatively design and optimize the wave rotors. The challenges have been fundamentally
of a mechanical sort, such as leakage and thermal expansion. However, the performance of
four-port wave rotor under variable speed and load conditions still remains a major issue.
Incorrect shock incidences as a result of off-design rotor speed tend to reduce the compression
efficiency significantly. As the rotor speed is reduced, the compression wave coming formed
by the exhaust gas will strike the solid wall before reaching the air outlet port. The air will
be compressed before opening the air outlet port, and the compression wave will reflect back
into the channel. This phenomenon creates a low-pressure zone at the opening of air outlet
port, causing undesirable backflow from the port.
Consequently, the reflected shock creates a high-pressure field in the channel, obstructing
the inflow from the exhaust inlet port. Inadequate exhaust inflow results in reduced pressure
between the low-pressure part and the high-pressure part of the PWS. The low-pressure field
established at the beginning of the low-pressure part adversely affects the exhaust outflow
through the low-pressure outlet port. As a result, sufficient fresh air inflow will be restricted,
and excessive exhaust gas will be recirculated.
To overcome the unfavorable outcomes of the reduced speed, a PWS can be provided
with some means to establish sufficient pressure zones at the beginning of the low-pressure
part. The Comprex PWS accommodates the constructions between the low-pressure and
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the high-pressure parts to develop ample pressure zones at the desired locations. These
constructions are referred to as wall-pockets. The qualitative analysis of PWS wall-pockets
was first presented in a 1964 patent by J. Waleffe et al. [ 23 ]. The pocket combination was
later implemented into the design of Mazda Comprex PWS to provide it with variable speed
operability.
The previous experimental and computational research on Comprex focused on the char-
acterization and its integration with the baseline engines. Hence most of the numerical work
concentrates on Comprex analysis as a four-port port wave rotor. Despite being a convenient
solution, the strategy of using wall-pockets has caught very less attention. The approaches
to numerically simulate the pocket combination have been previously examined at Dr. Razi
Nalim’s lab by Siddharth Basu. To the author’s information, the current work is only the
second to investigate the numerical modeling of the wall-pockets and identify their effects
on the off-design performance. The wave rotor analysis codes used in this study provide a
superlative platform to design and scale different wave rotor configurations. In the current
work, an attempt has been made to enable the wave rotor analysis codes to simulate the
wall-pocket combinations used in the Comprex-like PWS. The pocket locations can be de-
cided by conducting some qualitative analysis of the PWS cycle. The capacity of the codes
to incorporate the wall-pockets is highly advantageous when scaling a Comprex-like wave
rotor configurations for custom applications.
1.4 Methodology
In order to investigate the complex phenomena inside the rotating PWS channels, it is
crucial to study the dynamics of pressure waves, which take place inside the wave rotor
channels. Different versions of a well-known wave rotor numerical analysis codes have been
used for numerical simulation of dynamic pressure waves in this work. Three versions of
numerical analysis tools are currently employed at the Combustion and Propulsion Research
Laboratory (CPRL) at Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis (IUPUI). The
original program developed at NASA and documented in Paxson [ 28 ], [ 15 ], [ 29 ], [ 30 ] and
Nalim [ 31 ], is generally referred to as NASA quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) wave rotor code.
Additional modifications to the original Q1D code, performed by Dr. Razi Nalim and other
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researchers from IUPUI wave rotor group over the past 20 years, have been consolidated
into functional modules so as to improve the organization and flexibility of the program
and yield additional features. The class of these modified codes is named as Simulation of
Combustion and Waves- 1D (SCW1D). SCW1D has two versions, SCW1D-A for wave rotors
with axial passages and SCW1D-B for bent (slanted or curved) passages (wave turbine). The
computational tools will be elaborated in Chapter 2. Performance assessment of the different
versions of code has been carried out in Chapter 3.
The preliminary performance assessment study has been performed on the wave rotor
analysis codes to verify their accuracy and sensitivity. The codes were used to simulate the
basic unsteady flow processes, and their predictions were compared against the analytical
solutions. The codes seem to be in good agreement with each other as well as with the
analytical solution. The details on this study will be provided in chapter 3.
Chapter 4 concentrates on the simulation of Comprex under various operating conditions.
The simulation run conditions are chosen from the only experimental testing work available
on the Comprex, described in the ref. [  32 ]. Additionally, attempts have been made to
investigate the performance of Comprex under variable speed and load range of the engine. It
is quite challenging to predict the properties of Comprex based on the numerical simulation,
considering the limitations to account for aerodynamic losses in the ports and techniques to
impose proper boundary conditions. However, the variable speed investigation gives valuable
insights into the pressure fields established at various locations during the different speed
cycles.
The main objective of this thesis is to simulate the pocket combination used in PWS
and identify their effects on off-design performance. A simple lumped capacitance model
has been developed to integrate pocket density and pressure. The pocket pressure and
temperature are updated using simple Euler integration on the lumped capacitance model
of the pockets. The wall-pocket simulation modules have been incorporated in the four-port
wave rotor configuration to simulate the PWS with pockets. The simulation results have
been compared with the available experimental data. It has been observed that the wave
rotor analysis codes can satisfactorily predict the performance of PWS with pockets.
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2. NUMERICAL TOOLS FOR WAVE ROTOR ANALYSIS
Computational analysis tools used in this study are quasi-one-dimensional wave action mod-
els implemented in FORTRAN for numerical simulation of the unsteady flow field inside
the channels of wave rotor devices and performance assessment of different wave rotor con-
figurations. The code tracks the progress of wave rotor channels as they rotate about the
circumference, past inlet and outlet ports. The code also provides the approach to follow just
one channel, but gas dynamic modeling of the internal flow is exactly of the same fashion.
Multichannel model of the code has been used throughout this study. Three versions of the
code (NASA Q1D, SCW1D-A and SCW1D-B) have been used in this work. However, all of
the versions march the same way.
The channel is discretized into volumetric cells, and the conservation laws of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy are applied to every cell as a finite volume. Appropriate pressure and
temperature boundary conditions are imposed at the passage ends for solid walls, inflow and
outflow ports, fuel injection ports, valves, and wall-pockets. The available version of NASA
Q1D is capable of incorporation six ports, three on each side, and was intended for non-
reacting flow, although versions of Q1D for four ports on each side and for combustion are
also well-known. The SCW1D versions can accommodate any number of ports with small
modifications due to the modularity of programs. The programs are intended to simulate
the performance of wave rotors by solving one-dimensional mass, momentum, and energy
conservation equations throughout the cycle while utilizing numerical routines to incorporate
the effects of additional physical phenomena such as friction, heat transfer, leakage effects,
incidence losses, and partial opening of the channels while moving past the port edges. The
flux through each cell is integrated using Roe’s integration technique with the end goal is that
mass, momentum, and energy are conserved throughout each cycle. At the end of each cycle,
the boundary conditions are updated to reflect changes in the PWS external environment
so that at the end of several cycles, the program may converge to a realistic solution.
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2.1 Governing Equations
The equations used to describe the unsteady, compressible, viscous gas-dynamic flow
within a wave rotor passage are the one-dimensional Euler equations in time and one space
co-ordinate (hence ’one-dimensional’). The code integrates governing equations numerically
using the Lax-Wendroff technique. Roe’s approximate Riemann solver is used to calculate
the flux across each cell boundary. The integration of Lax-Wendroff scheme with Riemann
solver provides the precise shock-capturing capability to the code.



























The code accepts non-dimensional form of the governing equations. Stagnation state at
the wave rotor inlet port is generally used as the reference state, p∗, ρ∗, γ, and a∗ for deriving
non-dimensional form of the governing equations, where a∗ is the local speed of sound and
γ is the ratio of specific heats. In this form, the perfect gas law is written as p = ρT . The
distance has been scaled using the passage length L, and the time has been scaled by the
wave transit time, L
a∗
.
The source vector S(w) accounts for additional physical phenomena such as friction (vis-
cous effects), heat transfer from the passage walls to the gas, leakage from the passage ends
to the hollow center cavity, and to the ports. In SCW1D versions, additional terms to
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account for passage-to-passage leakage (radial leakage) have been incorporated. Leakage
is expected to occur at the passage ends which are exposed to the ports and pockets. In
computational terms, the leakage is modeled at the first and last computational cells where
port, pockets and leakage volume boundary conditions are specified. Hence, for the internal
region (excluding the first and last computational cells) where the leakage is not specified,
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Where Dh is the passage hydraulic diameter, h is the passage height, Pr is the Prandtl
number, T is the gas static temperature, and Twall is the passage wall temperature. The
term σ2 is semi-empirically derived constant based on the passage geometry and reference








The dynamic viscosity µ is assumed constant. The third term of the source vector in equation
2.4 is derived from the Reynolds-Colburn heat transfer, skin friction analogy with heat
transfer assumed to occur only from the upper and lower surfaces of the passage and not
from the sides.
At the passage ends (first and last computational cells in the computing domain), where
leakage is modeled, the source term is written as















Where the function f(Pcav
p
) is St. Venant’s orifice equation, Pcav is the pressure of central
cavity, δleak is the leakage gap between the rotor and endplates, ∆x is the non-dimensional
numerical spacial step used in the computational scheme (here numerical spacial step or
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gas stagnation temperature and CD is the seal discharge coefficient assumed to be 0.8. If
the cavity pressure is greater than cell pressure, then the pressure ratio in equation 2.6 is
inverted, sign changes, and p, ρ, T 0 become those of the central cavity. Equation 2.6 is only
applied to the first and last computational cells in the computing domain.
2.2 Computational Scheme
The computational tools integrate equation 2.1 numerically using the conservation form
of the Lax-Wendroff scheme as described in ref. 1
wn+1i = wni − (fni+ 12 − f
n
i− 12
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The term φRoei+ 12 in equation 2.8 refers to the flux limited dissipation based on Roe’s approxi-
mate Riemann solver for equation 2.1 without a source vector. The matrix [A] is the Jacobian
of the flux vector F . The superscript n indicates the discrete temporal index n∆t and the
subscript i indicates the spatial index i∆x. Unless otherwise stated, all results in this work
used a ratio of ∆t∆x = 0.2, with ∆x = 0.02.
The programs had to undergo some organizational changes, as described in K. Smith [  33 ],
in order to increase the speed of computation, to improve the security of the data used by
the program, to allow multiple paths of program development, to include conversion between
physical properties and physical dimensions and non-dimensional inputs and outputs, and
to execute the entire program as a subroutine of a larger control program. Besides, minor
changes have been made during the course of this work so that the program compiles using
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the latest FORTRAN compiler. Burner and valve modules were turned off since the focus
of this work was on PWS wall-pockets modeling. A module has been added to simulate the
wall-pockets using lumped volume technique.
The analysis mainly consists of three FORTRAN modules, encompassing the boundary
condition computations, the Roe’s characteristic scheme for the Euler equations, and the in-
put/output/control software. The input file contains all program inputs in non-dimensional
form. The input parameters are nondimensionalized using the standard atmospheric states,
passage length, and wave transit time. The program inputs are absolute stagnation pres-
sures and temperatures at assumed inflows, static pressures at assumed outflows, wave rotor
dimensions such as port locations, port opening, and closing timings, leakage volumes ro-
tor radius and rotational speed, properties of the operating medium, and other variables,
parameters and switches as per the requirement of specific computational routine.
Figure 2.1. Simulation of a pocketless four-port wave rotor pressure wave
supercharger. The first diagram shows the velocity profile of the flow as the
channels progress in time. The second diagram envisions temperature dis-
tribution with inflow interfaces. The third diagram pictures the log-pressure
distribution over the cycle showing the timing close to optimum for wave ar-
rivals matched with port transitions.
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Figure 2.2. Mach Number, Temperature, and Pressure profiles over the cycle
The results are stored in an output file, which is used for post-processing and data
visualization. A MATLAB script is developed to extract the data from the output file and
visualize it. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show post-processing of the results produced by a four-port
pressure wave supercharger simulation.
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3. VERIFICATION OF COMPUTATIONAL CODES FOR
BASIC UNSTEADY FLOW SIMULATIONS
Computational programs used for wave rotor analysis use Lax-Wendroff scheme to solve the
governing equations numerically. Even if the fundamental numerical procedure is the same
for all versions of the code, the original code has gotten through significant changes and
modifications. Also, the modeling of some physical phenomena such as flow incidences is
slightly different in SCW1D versions from that in NASA Q1D. It is important for version
control to track the reasons behind any discrepancies even if the difference is negligible.
For dynamic wave rotor analysis, understanding the dynamics of shock waves, which take
place inside the wave rotor channels is essential. The codes have been used to simulate basic
unsteady flow processes in order to check the performance of different versions of the code
and identify the parameters conducive to introducing the difference in the ultimate results of
the complex simulations such as PWS simulation. This study also serves as the verification
of different versions of the code for basic unsteady flow processes. The SCW1D A and B
versions compute same results when the passages are axial. Hence, the results produced
by SCW1D-A program have been compared with the results computed by the NASA Q1D
program.
3.1 Dynamics of the Shock Waves inside the Wave Rotor Channels
An unsteady pressure wave traveling in a wave rotor channel can be viewed as a dynamic
one-dimensional shock wave, moving in a straight rectangular duct with constant cross-
section. The dynamics of such moving shock waves can be approximated with the Rankine-
Hugoniot equations. The properties in front of a shock wave can be expressed in terms of
the properties behind the shock wave, using Rankine-Hugoniot relations in shock frame of
reference. To derive theoretical equations for moving shock, we can proceed in shock frame
of reference by considering the shock front as stationary and the medium in front of the shock
wave moving towards it with a velocity relative to it. The frame of reference can be later
changed to actual (observer or lab) frame of reference once we obtain the difference between
the velocities of the regions ahead and behind the shock front. This difference is constant
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in both shock frame of reference and observer’s frame of reference. Figure 3.1, taken from
ref. [  34 ], shows the schematic of stationary and moving shock wave. The region in front of
the shock front is denoted as subscript 1 and the region behind it is denoted as subscript 2.
The velocities relative to the shock wave, of regions in front of and behind the shock wave
are denoted by u1 and u2 respectively. Whereas W is the velocity of the shock wave.
Figure 3.1. Schematic of Stationary (a) and Moving (b) Shock Waves
In the shock frame of reference, the continuity, momentum, and energy conservation
equations are, respectively
ρ1u1 = ρ2u2 (3.1)
p1 + ρ1u21 = p2 + ρ2u22 (3.2)
h1 +
u21
2 = h2 +
u22
2 (3.3)
Rearranging the conservation equations and after some mathematical transformation, the
following relations can be obtained for the ratios of properties across the shock front in
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Mach Number in front of the shock
M22 =
(γ − 1)M2 + 2
2γM2 − (γ − 1) (3.9)
Here M is the Mach number in front of the shock wave. The above equations have been used
to calculate the properties across the shock waves. In this section, the computational wave
rotor analysis tools have been used to simulate the optimum duct filling and optimum duct
emptying processes. Results produced by the codes have been compared with the analytical
solutions for the unsteady duct filling and duct emptying processes. The curved-passage
version of the SCW1D code gives the same results as the straight-passage version when the
passage curvature angle is set to zero. The codes seem to be in good agreement with each
other and with the analytical solution.
3.2 Optimum Duct Filling Process
The process is initiated as a result of pressure differential, which upon sudden duct
opening, sets up compression wave inside the duct, which is a shock wave if the opening
process is instantaneous. This shock wave reflects as a shock wave from the closed end of the
duct. Under optimum design, the duct must close at the instant when the reflected shock
wave reaches the open end of the duct. Here the optimum result refers to the maximum
residual pressure ratio which can be obtained in the duct at the end of the process.
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Consider air stored in a reservoir at certain stagnation conditions flows into a constant
area, frictionless, channel, such that it enters the channel at the same static pressure and
temperature as air moving in the channel behind the shock wave that it creates. The air in
the channel is initially at static pressure 101.325 kPa, and static temperature 300 K. This
is similar to the flow into a wave rotor channel, but without considering the rotation of the
wave rotor.
Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the states ahead and behind the shock wave. It is
intended to avoid generating a contact interface which can interact with the reflected wave.
For this, the entropy of air in the reservoir is chosen to be exactly matched with the air
behind the shock. Thus, the subscript 2 also indicates the stagnation state in the reservoir,
which will be used as the boundary condition. The code was tested by using a specific case,
with the initial shock strength set at a shock mach number of 1.45.
Initially, the air is at p1 = 101.325 kPa and t1 = 300K, and we assume all the air has
constant specific heat ratio of 1.4. We also have the static temperature ratio across the




The Mach number in front of the shock wave can be calculated using equation 3.6. All other
properties behind the shock wave in shock frame of reference can be expressed in terms of
Mach number in front of the shock wave. Using the other relations described in section 3.1,
the following properties can be calculated
T2 = 387K
p2 = 233.08244 kPa
u1 = 504.86793 m/s
u2 = 283.11357 m/s
a1 = 347.18871 m/s
a2 = 394.33057 m/s
Here, the velocity is denoted by u, and a refers to the local speed of sound. The local
speed of sound in the medium ahead of the shock wave, denoted by a1 is used as the reference
speed of sound.
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Now, switching to wave rotor frame of reference,
uWR = |u1–u2| = 221.75436 m/s
MWR = uWR/a2 = 0.56235
Hence, the non-dimensional stagnation pressure and temperature at the open end of the
channel can be calculated and used as the boundary conditions for the code to simulate the
optimum duct filling process.
TWR/t1 = 1.37159
PWR/p1 = 2.85112
And the non-dimensional velocity calculated by the code should be,
uWR/a1 = 0.638
Since the code accepts the input parameters in non-dimensional form, the non-dimensional
pressure and temperature are used as boundary conditions to simulate the optimum duct
filling case. In this particular case, friction and rotation have been turned off. Further case
studies included alternative consideration of friction and rotation.
3.2.1 Optimum Frictionless Duct Filling Process
Wave rotor analysis tools can predict the non-dimensional velocity to be same as the
analytical solution. Table 3.1 shows the velocity and mass flux calculated by the two versions.
The x-axis in line plots indicates the non-dimensional properties and x-axis in x-t diagrams
indicates the position divided by length
Table 3.1. Velocity and Mass Flux results for optimum duct filling process
Parameters/Code NASA Q1D SCW1D Analytical
MF 1.968 1.967
Velocity 0.637 0.637 0.638
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the temperature and pressure distribution during the process
of duct filling. The open-end of the duct is closed at the instance when the shock wave
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reflected from the closed-end arrives at the open-end. It can be viewed in the log-pressure
diagram produced by the two codes. The codes account for gradual passage opening effects.
Considering the passage width, failure to completely close the passage at the arrival of
reflected wave gives rise to the residual waves in the passage.
Figure 3.2. Velocity profile for optimum duct filling process without consid-
ering friction and rotation by (a) NASA Q1D, (b) SCW1D.
In order to distinguish the results of two codes, different nomenclature has been used for
the y-axis. It should be noted that the y-axis indicates the progress of a wave rotor channel
as it travels along the circumference of the rotor. During the post-processing of NASA Q1D
program, the rotation is shown in radians, whereas in case of the SCW1D post-processing,
the rotation is shown in degrees
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Figure 3.3. Temperature and Pressure distribution during the optimum duct
filling process, computed using the NASA Q1D software
Figure 3.4. Temperature and Pressure distribution during the optimum duct
filling process, computed using the SCW1D software
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Figure 3.5. Pressure and Temperature variation, computed by NASA Q1D program
Figure 3.6. Pressure and Temperature variation, computed by SCW1D program
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the variation of temperature and pressure during the process.
By comparing the results of two programs, it is clear that the programs can compute the
results as per expectations.
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3.2.2 Optimum Duct Filling Process with Friction
For computational simplicity, the downstream temperature and pressure boundary con-
ditions are set to be the same as those in frictionless duct filling process discussed in the pre-
vious subsection. The codes compute mass flux from the pressure and temperature boundary
conditions. Results predicted by NASA Q1D and SCW1D (A and B) have been compared
with each other to verify that the friction modeling does not introduce any discrepancies in
the results. Velocity, pressure, and temperature distribution computed by two codes can be
seen in the figures below.
Table 3.2. Velocity and Mass Flux results for duct filling process with friction
Parameters/Code NASA Q1D SCW1D Analytical
MF 1.858 1.858
Velocity 0.638 0.638 0.638
Figure 3.7. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct filling process with friction, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.8. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct filling process with friction, computed by SCW1D program
Figure 3.9. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct filling pro-
cess with friction, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.10. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct filling
process with friction, computed by SCW1D program
3.2.3 Optimum Duct Filling Process with Rotation
While simulating the optimum duct filling process with rotation, it is essential to use the
correct inlet port duct angle. The duct angle, Beta, plays a crucial role in mixing and turning
calculations. It is directly used to obtain mixed absolute static conditions. The parameter
ALPH is the difference (in radians) between the actual duct angle and the mixed port flow.
The parameter ALPH can serve as a measure of difference between the mixing calculations
performed by the programs. Figure 3.11 shows the inlet port and the approaching mixed
relative flow. We can calculate the corresponding duct angle for velocity output (urel) and
linear speed of the rotor (ωR) from the velocity triangle. Optimum duct angle for the duct
filling cases discussed above is calculated as
tan(β) = ωR
urel
For non-dimensional rotor radius 0.40327, angular speed 0.28704, and relative velocity pre-
dicted by the duct filling simulations, the optimal duct angle is
β = 0.1806
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Figure 3.11. Mixed relative flow at the inlet port
Table 3.3. Velocity and Mass Flux results for duct filling process with rotation
Parameters/Code NASA Q1D SCW1D Analytical
MF 1.950 1.949
Velocity 0.634 0.634 0.634
ALPH -0.000 -0.000
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the velocity profile, temperature and pressure distribution
during the process of duct filling with rotation.
Figure 3.12. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct filling process with rotation, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.13. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct filling process with rotation, computed by SCW1D program
Figure 3.14. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct filling
process with rotation, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.15. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct filling
process with rotation, computed by SCW1D program
3.3 Optimum Duct Emptying Process
The process is started when one end of a duct initially filled with high-pressure gas is
opened to a low-pressure ambient. Outflow occurs by virtue of an expansion wave, which
propagates into the duct. This expansion wave is reflected from the closed end as an ex-
pansion wave. For optimum duct emptying, the duct should close at the instant when the
reflected wave reaches the open end of the duct. Here the optimum result refers to the
minimum residual pressure that will be present in the duct at the end of the process.
Consider a constant area, frictionless duct, initially pressurized at 200 kPa and 300 K.
The right end of the duct is suddenly opened to static pressure 100 kPa and 288 K. It should
be noted that, the subscript 0 refers to the state inside the duct and subscript e refers to the
state outside the duct.
The properties of air inside the duct are used as the reference states to nondimensionalize
the properties. The non-dimensional sonic speed, velocity, pressure and temperature outside










From the method of characteristics,
a∗ + 0.2u∗ = 1
Using isentropic relations,
a∗ = (t∗) 12 = 0.90572
ae = a∗.a0 = 347.7 m/s
u∗ = 0.47140





The codes should calculate the non-dimensional velocity equal to 0.47140 and the non-
dimensional Mach number 0.52047, when provided given pressure and temperature boundary
conditions.
3.3.1 Optimum Frictionless Duct Emptying Process
The non-dimensional pressure 0.5 and non-dimensional temperature 0.96 have been used
as the boundary conditions to simulate the optimum duct emptying process.
Table 3.4 shows the velocity and mass flux results for the process.
Table 3.4. Velocity and Mass Flux results for optimum duct emptying process
Parameters/Code NASA Q1D SCW1D Analytical
MF 0.492 0.491
Velocity 0.471 0.471 0.471
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the velocity profile, temperature and pressure distribution
during the process of optimum duct emptying.
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Figure 3.16. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the optimum duct emptying process, computed by NASA Q1D program
Figure 3.17. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the optimum duct emptying process, computed by SCW1D program
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Figure 3.18. Pressure and Temperature variation during the optimum duct
emptying process, computed by NASA Q1D program
Figure 3.19. Pressure and Temperature variation during the optimum duct
emptying process, computed by SCW1D program
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3.3.2 Optimum Duct Emptying Process with Friction
The approach to simulate the duct emptying process with friction is similar to the duct
filling process with friction. The results predicted by NASA Q1D and SCW1D (A and B)
programs have been compared with each other to inspect the friction modeling. Table 3.5
shows the result for duct emptying process with friction. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the
velocity profile, temperature and pressure distribution during the optimum duct emptying
process with friction.
Table 3.5. Velocity and Mass Flux results for duct emptying process with friction
Parameters/Code NASA Q1D SCW1D Analytical
MF 0.521 0.520
Velocity 0.472 0.472 0.471
Figure 3.20. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct emptying process with friction, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.21. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct emptying process with friction, computed by SCW1D program
Figure 3.22. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct emptying
process with friction, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.23. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct emptying
process with friction, computed by SCW1D program
3.3.3 Optimum Duct Emptying Process with Rotation
The approach to simulate the duct emptying process with rotation is similar to the duct
filling process with rotation. The duct angle in case of the duct emptying process is shown in
figure 3.24. The optimum duct angle is calculated in the same way as in the duct filling with
rotation. The duct angle’s significance has been discussed during the rotating duct filling
case and remains equally important in the duct emptying case.
The optimum duct angle in this case,
tan(β) = ωR
urel
For non-dimensional rotor radius 0.40327, angular speed 0.28704, and relative velocity pre-
dicted by the duct emptying simulations, the optimal duct angle is
β = 0.24093
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Table 3.6. Velocity and Mass Flux results for duct emptying process with rotation
Parameters/Code NASA Q1D SCW1D Analytical
MF 0.578 0.574
Velocity 0.471 0.471 0.471
Figure 3.24. Mixed relative flow at the outlet port
Table 3.6 shows the velocity and mass flux results computed by the codes. Figures 3.25
and 3.26 show the pressure and temperature distribution during the process the optimum
duct emptying with rotation.
Figure 3.25. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct emptying process with rotation, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.26. Velocity profile, Temperature and Pressure distribution during
the duct emptying process with rotation, computed by SCW1D program
Figure 3.27. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct emptying
process with rotation, computed by NASA Q1D program
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Figure 3.28. Pressure and Temperature variation during the duct emptying
process with rotation, computed by SCW1D program
3.4 Discussion
The overall purpose of this study was to identify the parameters that influence the dif-
ference between the end results computed by three versions of the wave rotor analysis codes.
Since all three codes utilize the same fundamental numerical method to integrate the gov-
erning equations, it is expected that the end results should be identical. Yet some complex
phenomena simulated earlier had shown a slight variance between the mass flux and other
results computed by NASA Q1D and SCW1D-B. It was observed that the SCW1D-B (curved-
passage version of the SCW1D program) computes exactly the same results as the SCW1D-A
(axial-passage version) when the passage curvature angle is set to zero. The comparison of
the NASA Q1D program with SCW1D-A is given in section 4.4.2. The comparison between
the SCW1D versions A and B can be seen in section 4.4.3.
As both NASA Q1D and SCW1D programs have gone through extensive modifications
and changes earlier, it was also important to track those changes. Initially, the modeling
approaches for different physical phenomena such as friction and heat transfer were examined.
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Some minor discrepancies were detected in the friction modeling, which were due to incorrect
input set up. Upon resolving, the codes were tested again for the end results. Though the
margin of difference was decreased, the results were not precisely the same. Simulation
results for the basic unsteady flow processes provide short insights about the parameters
accountable for the difference between the end results estimated by the two codes.
The mixing calculations account for the losses incurred due to non-uniformities in the
flow. These non-uniformities arise from various sources such as partial passage opening, in-
accurate shock incidences, and broader expansion waves whose trailing edges reflect from the
open ports and establish undesirable high-pressure zones. In the simulations with incorrect
shock incidences, the flow emerging from the rotor must be turned by the port walls. The
mixing and turning processes have been modeled separately in the codes. The difference
between the actual duct angle and the mixed port flow angle, referred to as ALPH, has not
been directly used in the mixing calculations, but it can be used as a comparison parameter.
If the difference ALPH is smaller, the codes tend to be in good agreement. It is worth noting
that, even at a large value of ALPH, the difference in mass ans energy flux values computed
by two codes is not significant. Also, the non-dimensional velocity, total pressure, and total
temperature values estimated by the codes are nearly the same.
The mixed port flow angle is calculated from the non-dimensional mixed relative velocity,
as discussed in the duct filling with rotation case. Since the non-dimensional rotational
speed, radius, and duct angle are constant, the parameter ALPH solely depends on the
mixed relative velocity at the port. Hence, it can be inferred that the mixing calculations
used in each program need to be closely examined against each other.
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4. APPLICATION OF WAVE ROTOR ANALYSIS TOOLS FOR
COMPREX PWS SIMULATION
Pressure wave supercharger is a four-port wave rotor configuration which can be integrated
with an internal combustion engine for supercharging purposes. Comprex® is a tradename
given to the PWS developed by Brown Boveri and Company for the supercharging of diesel
engines. Although the notion of using a PWS for small diesel engines roots back to the
early 1940s, its most successful application with commercial diesel engines pioneered in RF
series diesel engines found in Mazda 626 or Capella models. After 1988, Mazda produced
over 150,000 passenger cars with Comprex fitted diesel engines. In addition, Comprex was
tested successfully by other manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz, Opel, and Peugeot, with
different sizing.
4.1 Operating Principle of Four-Port PWS
Comprex is a four-port, reverse-flow PWS with two operating cycles per revolution of the
rotor drum. Two rows of 34 channels of irregular width are arranged around the Comprex
rotor axis. The irregular width is deliberate and intended to reducing single-tone noise.
Figure 4.1 shows the unwrapped view of the PWS rotor and port arrangements without
pockets. The operating principle is illustrated using a simulation of the gas dynamics within
the channels, neglecting the role of pockets for now.
For the simulations of PWS without pockets presented in this chapter, at the beginning
of the cycle, the gas is assumed to be at medium pressure just before the scavenging and
air intake processes. It is noted that in principle the cycle simulation can start at any
point of time in the cycle. However, to avoid a partially open or closed channel at the
start of end points, a different starting point will be found more convenient when pockets
are included in later chapters. As the cycle starts, the channel end is exposed to the low-
pressure outlet (EO) port. An expansion fan is generated from the trailing edge of the EO
port because of the pressure differential between the channel insides and the rotor outsides.
This expansion fan travels into the channel and causes discharging of the gas through the
EO port. Upon reflecting on the cold-side wall, the reflected expansion waves tend to drop
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the channel’s pressure and temperature further. As the rotor continues to rotate, the low-
pressure inlet (AI) port starts to open. Because of the pressure gradient created by earlier
reflected expansion waves, fresh air is drawn into the channel. The EO port closes when the
reflected expansion wave reaches the channel’s right end. When the reflected expansion fan
arrives at the outlet port, it eases back the outflow and reflects back as compression waves.
These compression waves together with compression waves from the outlet closing form a
solitary hammer shock wave that travels toward the AI port. The AI port closes when the
hammer wave arrives at the trailing edge of the AO port. At this point, some fraction of the
residual gas will be present with the trapped fresh air in the channel. The above sequence
of processes describes the working of the low-pressure part of a PWS. The purpose of this
process is to facilitate proper low-pressure scavenging and refill the channel with fresh air.
Figure 4.1. Wave Diagram for Comprex like PWS without pockets
In the high-pressure part of the cycle, the channel is first exposed to the high-pressure
inlet (EI) port. The high-pressure and high-temperature exhaust gas coming from the engine
penetrates into the channel, forming a strong compression wave originating from the leading
edge of the EO port. As the compression wave moves towards the left wall, the previously
present charge of fresh air will be compressed. As the high-pressure and high-temperature
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exhaust gas come directly in contact with the fresh air charger, the energy is exchanged
dynamically, increasing the pressure of the charge. The compression wave originated from
the leading edge of the EI port must be incident on the leading edge of the high-pressure
outlet (AO) port for optimum compression. If this compression wave reflects on the open AO
port, the excessive exhaust gas will be recirculated to the engine, and undesirable backflows
will occur. The compression wave reflects on the opening of AO port as a compression
wave and twice compressed charge, comprising both air and exhaust gas, leaves the channel
through the AO port. The closure of EO port should be designed to match the time when
the reflected shock arises at the right end of the channel. An expansion fan initiates from the
EI port’s trailing edge and travels into the channel, causing the channel flow to slow down.
The AO port closes when the expansion fan reaches the left end of the channel. At this
moment, the channel flow comes to the rest, and the gas state inside the channel is similar
to the gas state at the beginning of the cycle.
It should be noted that the objective of this subchapter is to explain the flow field in
Comprex by considering it as a four-port PWS. The effects of wall-pockets have been excluded
so that the their benefit can be evaluated relative to this simpler case as a baseline. The
functioning and effects of the wall-pockets will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
4.2 Boundary Conditions
The governing equations for the unsteady flow field inside the wave rotor channels have
been discussed in Chapter 2. The codes integrate the governing equations numerically to
estimate the properties inside the channels and at the ports. Proper geometrical inputs are
required to be given to the code in order to simulate different wave rotor configurations. The
codes accept the geometrical input parameters in non-dimensional form where the length is
scaled by the passage length.
The measurements were taken on the Comprex CX-93 unit available at the Combustion
and Propulsion Research Laboratory (CPRL) at IUPUI, which had been provided by CPRL
to the Air Force Institute of Technology in a collaboration for experimental evaluation by
AFIT. Additionally, certain assumptions were made for computational simplicity. The gap
between the rotor and the end wall is assumed to be 0.0025’ on each end. This value was
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taken from the difference between the rotor length and the shroud length. Comprex has two
rows of 34 varying width passages arranged around the rotor axis. Two rows of passages and
variable width are difficult to model in the one-dimensional analysis. Hence, the passage
arrangement is assumed to be of single row and uniform width, similar to that in the NASA
four-port wave rotor experiment. The passage width was obtained by dividing the length
of two cycles (As the Comprex completes two cycles in one revolution) by the number of
channels. The passage height is calculated from the difference between the outer diameter
and the inner diameter of the rotor. All of these parameters were non-dimensionalized by
the passage length. The port opening and closing locations, as well as the pocket angular
width, were measured in radians.
Figure 4.2. Matching bolt locations to decide relative positions of the ports.
(Left- Cold stator plate, Right- Hot stator plate)
The relative positions of the ports need to be measured accurately in order to decide
the design speed. To measure the relative positions of the ports, the cold stator plate was
bolted to the hot stator plate and horizontal position the cold stator plate was determined.
It can be observed in figure 4.2 that the trailing edge of the EO port is perpendicular to the
horizontal datum. The angle in radians between the AI port trailing edge and the EO port
trailing edge was measured to determine the relative positioning of the two manifolds. The
duct angles are used in the application of boundary conditions, incidence loss modeling, and
were also measured as accurately as possible.
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The codes require absolute stagnation pressure and temperatures (in duct frame of refer-
ence) at the inflow ports and static pressures at the outflow ports. The temperatures are not
used at the outflow ports, unless there is back flow. The pressure and temperature boundary
conditions were chosen from the experimental work conducted by B. Smith [ 32 ] at the Air
Force Institute of Technology, using exactly the same CX-93 unit that was measured. It is
the only experimental study conducted on Comprex with measurements of flow rates of each
port, known to the author to be published. The experimental testing method involved the
mass flow rate input to the EI port, and corresponding pressure and temperature conditions
were measured at each port. The test points selected by Smith were 9,420 RPM and 12,960
RPM with 13.1 lbm/min, and 12,000 RPM with 15 lbm/min. These test points were then
simulated using the NASA Q1D code. The mass flow through the EO port was adjusted by
varying the simulated exhaust outlet valve area such that the mass flow rate through the
AI port matches the experimental value. The code requires static pressure as a boundary
condition at the outflow ports, which was difficult to estimate during the experiment. The
static pressure values imposed at the AO port were adjusted to obtain the computed EI to
AI mass flow rate ratio matches the experimental EI to AI mass flow rate ratio.
This chapter aims to simulate the Comprex cycle without making any adjustments to
the mass flow rates to match the experimental conditions. The simulation emphasizes the
computational analysis of the Comprex performance, more than just emulating the exper-
imental approaches. However, the boundary conditions have been chosen to imitate the
working of Comprex under realistic conditions. The engine calculations performed by Smith
[ 32 ] explain the mass flow rate requirements for the 2.0 l Mazda RF series engine. Table
4.1 shows the engine specifications. The exhaust mass flow rates to the EI port at different
speeds are listed in table 4.2.
The experimental testing also gives insights about the pressures and temperatures at
each port. The principal interest here is to investigate the Comprex performance. Hence the
additional modules such as combuster and valve have not been used. The channel is divided
into 50 axially uniform computational cells, and the convergence check for grid spacing has
been presented in Appendix A.
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Table 4.1. MAZDA Engine Specifications
Mazda 626 IV GE
Engine 2.0 D GLX Comprex
Fuel Diesel
Fuel Consumption 34.59 US mpg
Power 75 HP @ 4,000 RPM
Power per ltr 37.5 HP/ltr
Torque 179 N-m @ 2000 RPM
Displacement 1998 cc / 121.93 in3
No. of Cylinders 4-inline
Cylinder Bore 86 mm
Piston Stroke 86 mm
Compression Ratio 21:1
Table 4.2. Volumetric and mass flow rates for different engine speeds in
Mazda 626 2.0 D engine, from ref. [ 32 ]









4.3 Comprex Simulation and Results
The measurements taken on the Comprex unit have provided the input parameters re-
quired by the codes. An unknown version of the NASA Q1D program has been previously
utilized to model flow for the Comprex PWS by Smith [ 32 ] and Metaczynski [  35 ]. The
SCW1D-A and SCW1D-B programs have not been validated for this type and size of wave
rotors. The numerical simulations performed using the SCW1D programs have served as
an attempt to validate the SCW1D programs for the wave rotors with Comprex like design
elements.
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The run conditions are chosen from the experimental work described in the previous
subchapter. The simulation results for the Comprex test case at 12,960 RPM have been
explained in this subchapter.
The absolute stagnation pressure and temperature at the AI port are 14.7 psi and 518
R, respectively. These values have been used as the reference conditions throughout this
chapter. The mass flow rate through the EI port at this speed was 13.1 lbm/min, with
the total pressure and temperature equal to 24.9 psi and 859.8 R, respectively. The total
pressure and temperature at the AO port were measured to be equal to 22.64 psi and 673.4
R, respectively.
4.3.1 Comprex Simulation without pockets using NASA Q1D
Table 4.3 shows the comparison between the experimentally measured and the compu-
tationally predicted mass flow rates, non-dimensional total pressures (π), and total temper-
atures (τ). The mass flow rate values are in lbm/min. It is noted that mass inflow at EI is
substantially greater than mass outflow in AO in the experiment and in the simulation for
the same boundary conditions. This will not be the case in a real diesel engine operating
condition, even accounting for fuel flow.
Table 4.3. Comparison of experimental and computational results for Com-
prex test at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (NASA Q1D)
Experimental Computational
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
ṁ 10.05 11.07 13.04 12.02 8.01 10.97 12.02 8.97
π 1.00 1.47 1.78 1.02 1.01 1.57 1.62 1.02
τ 1.06 1.27 1.66 1.46 1.05 1.32 1.64 1.46
Table 4.4. Difference between experimental and computational results (NASA Q1D)
AI AO EI EO
ṁ 20% 0.9 % 8 % 25 %
π 1% 6% 9% 0%
τ 0.94% 4% 1.21% 0%
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As shown in Table 4.4, the basic NASA Q1D code can predict the mass flow rates with an
average difference of 13% and a maximum difference of 25%. The pressure ratios are predicted
with a maximum difference of 9% and an average difference of 4.20%. The temperature ratios
are predicted with a maximum difference of 4% and an average difference of 1.52%. The
overall results and the differences between the experimental and computational values will
be elaborated in subchapter 4.4.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the series of x-t diagrams of the Comprex cycle at 12,960
RPM simulated using the NASA Q1D program. The temperature diagram clearly shows the
interface between the fresh air and the exhaust gases. In the figures, the AI port is located
at the bottom on the left side. The top port on the left side is the AO port. On the right
side, at the bottom, is the EO port, whereas at the top is the EI port. Unless otherwise
stated, the port convention will be the same throughout this chapter.
Figure 4.3. Comprex simulation at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (NASA Q1D)
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Figure 4.4. Temperature and Pressure variation during the Comprex cycle
at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (NASA Q1D)
4.3.2 Comprex Simulation without pockets using SCW1D
The results produced by the SCW1D-A and the SCW1D-B programs are identical when
the passage curvature angle is set to zero (in SCW1D-B). Hence the results included in
this chapter are conducted using the SCW1D-A version. However, the results have been
verified using the two versions, and they represent both of the versions. Table 4.5 shows the
comparison between the experimentally measured and the computationally predicted mass
flow rates, non-dimensional total pressure (π) and total temperature (τ). The mass flow rate
values are in lbm/s.
As shown in Table 4.6, the SCW1D code can predict the mass flow rates with an average
difference of 14% and a maximum difference of 25%. The pressure ratios are predicted with
a maximum difference of 9% and an average difference of 4.73%. The temperature ratios
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Table 4.5. Comparison of experimental and computational results for Com-
prex test at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (SCW1D)
Experimental Computational
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
ṁ 10.05 11.07 13.04 12.02 7.95 12.13 13.3 9.06
π 1.00 1.47 1.78 1.02 1.03 1.61 1.70 1.04
τ 1.06 1.27 1.66 1.46 1.05 1.36 1.65 1.48
Table 4.6. Difference between experimental and computational results (SCW1D)
AI AO EI EO
ṁ 21% 10% 2% 25%
π 3% 9% 4% 2%
τ 0.94% 7% 0.6% 1%
are predicted with a maximum difference of 7% and an average difference of 2.5%. A severe
difference can also be observed even at the inflow port, where stagnation properties are
correctly used as per experimental measurements. One of the possible reasons behind this is
the off-design rotor speed which is conducive to undesirable flow reversals in the low-pressure
ports. The overall results and the difference between the computational and experimental
values will be discussed in the subsequent chapter. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the series of x-t
diagrams of the Comprex cycle at 12,960 RPM, produced by the SCW1D program.
Figure 4.5. Comprex simulation at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (SCW1D)
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Figure 4.6. Temperature and Pressure variation during the Comprex cycle
at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (SCW1D)
4.4 Discussion
Figures 4.3 to 4.6 represent a Comprex cycle simulated from the low-pressure part to the
high-pressure part. This approach is conventionally used in computational simulations of
the wave rotors. The right side represents the hot side of the Comprex, whereas the left side
represents the cold side. The port arrangements are as explained in figure 4.1.
4.4.1 Comparison between Experimental and Computational Results
It should be noted that the test case selected by Smith [ 32 ] in the experimental testing
does not emulate the actual operating condition of a Comprex. Also, the speed chosen,
i.e., 12,960 RPM, is not the design point speed of the Comprex. Hence by looking into the
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velocity diagram, some backflows can be observed in certain areas. The backflows occur as
a result of incorrect shock incidences due to far off-design operation of the Comprex.
The computational tools require the static values at the outflows. But only total pressure
and temperature values were recorded during the experiment. Higher pressure values at the
outflow ports adversely affect the mass flux through the port. Hence the mass flow rates at
the outflow ports, computed by the codes, are considerably lower. The pressure variation
during the cycle indicates that the fresh air attains the maximum pressure just before the
AO port opens. It can be observed that at this rotational speed and boundary conditions,
the compression wave originated from the leading edge of the EI port is unable to strike
the leading edge of the AO port. The reflected wave then reciprocates in the channel as a
compression wave. As the channel is exposed to the EO port, the strong compression wave
reflects on the open port and forms a broader expansion wave.
Significantly, the trailing edges of broader expansion waves reflect on the open ports and
establish high-pressure zones at undesirable locations. This phenomenon is conducive to
backflows and restricts the low-pressure scavenging process. As a result, sufficient pressure
depression is not obtained when the channels are exposed to the AI port, and the inflow
through the AI port falls off. CFD results normally overpredict the scenarios, and the more
considerable difference can be seen in the mass flow rates through AI and EO ports.
4.4.2 Comparison between NASA Q1D and SCW1D-A
Though there is a small difference between the results produced by the two codes, the
solution marching is identical. Hence the velocity profile, pressure, and temperature varia-
tions are precisely similar in every respect. Figure 4.7 shows the comparison between the
velocity profiles predicted by the two codes. It is evident that the programs can compute
the Comprex characteristics precisely and the two programs work in the same way.
Comparison between the results predicted by the two codes can be seen in Table 4.7.
The differences between the results have been listed in Table 4.8.
As shown in Table 4.8, the maximum difference between the mass flow rates predicted
by the codes is 9%. The more severe difference can be observed in the high-pressure part
of the cycle. It is likely to result from the methods used to update the port pressure and
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Figure 4.7. Velocity profile computed by NASA Q1D (on left) and SCW1D (on right)
Table 4.7. Comparison between the results predicted by NASA Q1D and SCW1D
NASA Q1D SCW1D
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
ṁ 8.01 10.97 12.02 8.97 7.95 12.13 13.3 9.06
π 1.01 1.57 1.62 1.02 1.03 1.61 1.70 1.04
τ 1.05 1.32 1.64 1.46 1.05 1.36 1.65 1.48
Table 4.8. Difference between the results predicted by NASA Q1D and SCW1D
AI AO EI EO
ṁ 0.75% 9% 9% 0.99%
π 0.98% 2% 4% 2%
τ 0% 3% 0.6% 1%
temperatures after performing the mixing calculations. Another possible reason is the data
types used in the mixing calculations and other subroutines. The SCW1D programs have
been through extensive organizational and optimizing changes. All of the subroutines have
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been organized to accommodate good programming practices. But only a few modifications
have been performed on the NASA Q1D program. The real numbers calculated by the
code have been used at most places in NASA Q1D, such as in conditional statements for
comparisons. Although the effect of this approach seems trivial locally, it can introduce
considerable errors in the end results.
In this chapter, the simulation of Comprex has been performed by considering it as a
four-port wave rotor. But Comprex is a quite complicated device, with some unique design
elements. It is provided with wall-pockets to facilitate the low-pressure exhaust without
affecting the other inflows or outflows. The subsequent chapter will elaborate on the pocket
combination modeling and simulations.
4.4.3 Comparison between SCW1D-A and SCW1D-B
The SCW1D-B program, as described in the introduction, is an extension of the SCW1D-
A program and is used for non-axial (bent, slanted or curved) channel wave rotor or wave
turbine analysis. The SCW1D-B program has also been used to simulate the same test case
discussed above. It was noted earlier that the SCW1D-B program predicts the results exactly
in the same fashion as the SCW1D-A, when the passage slant angle and curvature are set
to zero. It is because the conservation equations to account for the passage curvature have
been manipulated algebraically such that the additional terms from the passage curvature are
transferred to the source vector, which should in principle become zero for axial passages.
The version A and B of the SCW1D program basically use the same numerical scheme.
However, there implementation of some flow loss mechanisms, particularly flow incidence
has not been verified to be equivalent.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the results computed using the SCW1D-B code with same
boundary conditions and duct angles. A different color scheme has been used to indicate
the results for distinguishing purposes. However, closely observing, there is no difference
between the results computed by the SCW1D-B and the SCW1D-A.
Table 4.9 shows the comparison between the mass flow rates, pressure, and temperature
ratios predicted by the two versions of the SCW1D program. As can be seen in the table
4.9, the results computed by the two codes are identical when the passage curvature angle
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is set to zero in version B. As the duct angle provided may result in some flow incidence
during the process of inflows, it appears that the SCW1D-B code computes flow incidence
as well as other loss processes very similarly to SCW1D-A.
Table 4.9. Comparison between the results predicted by SCW1D-A and SCW1D-B
SCW1D-A SCW1D-B
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
ṁ 7.95 12.13 13.3 9.06 7.95 12.13 13.3 9.066
π 1.03 1.61 1.70 1.04 1.03 1.61 1.70 1.04
τ 1.05 1.36 1.65 1.48 1.05 1.36 1.65 1.48
Figure 4.8. Comprex Simulation at 12,960 RPM (SCW1D-B)
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Figure 4.9. Temperature and Pressure variation during the Comprex cycle
at 12,960 RPM rotor speed (SCW1D-B)
4.5 Additional Comprex Simulation Test
As stated earlier, the SCW1D programs have not been validated for the Comprex type
PWS geometries. This work serves to validate the SCW1D programs for the size, geometry,
and design of Comprex. In order to assess the performance of the codes, another test point
from the experimental work described in ref. [ 32 ] was selected.
The experimental data is available for the Comprex simulation at 12,000 RPM with 15.9
lbm/min mass flow rate provided to the EI port. The pressure and temperature boundary
conditions are selected in the same way, as described in section 4.3. The codes seem to be
in good agreement with the experimental results.
4.5.1 Comprex Simulation at 12,000 RPM with NASA Q1D
Table 4.10 shows the experimentally measured and computationally predicted mass flow
rates, pressure and temperature ratios. Table 4.11 points out the difference between experi-
mental and computational values.
As shown in Table 4.11, the NASA Q1D code can predict the mass flow rates with an
average difference of 10% and a maximum difference of 15%. The pressure ratios are predicted
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Table 4.10. Comparison of experimental and computational results for Com-
prex test at 12,000 RPM rotor speed (NASA Q1D)
Experimental Computational
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
ṁ 10.03 12.59 15.87 13.31 11.01 13.01 13.51 11.29
π 1.00 1.54 1.98 1.02 1.02 1.65 1.77 1.06
τ 1.07 1.34 1.63 1.42 1.05 1.31 1.61 1.40
Table 4.11. Difference between the experimental and computational results (NASA Q1D)
AI AO EI EO
ṁ 9 % 3 % 14 % 15 %
π 2 % 7.14 % 10 % 4 %
τ 1 % 2 % 1 % 1 %
with a maximum difference of 10% and an average difference of 7%. The temperature ratios
are predicted with a maximum difference of 2% and an average difference of 1%. Figures
4.10 and 4.11 show the pressure and temperature distribution and velocity profile during the
cycle at 12,000 RPM.
Figure 4.10. Comprex simulation at 12,000 RPM (NASA Q1D)
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Figure 4.11. Temperature and Pressure variation during the Comprex cycle
at 12,000 RPM rotor speed (NASA Q1D)
4.5.2 Comprex Simulation at 12,000 RPM with SCW1D (A and B)
Table 4.12 shows the experimentally measured and computationally predicted mass flow
rates, pressure and temperature ratios. Table 4.13 points out the difference between experi-
mental and computational values.
Table 4.12. Comparison of experimental and computational results for Com-
prex test at 12,000 RPM rotor speed (SCW1D)
Experimental Computational
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
ṁ 10.03 12.59 15.87 13.31 10.38 14.23 15.35 11.24
π 1.00 1.54 1.98 1.02 1.02 1.70 1.87 1.04
τ 1.07 1.34 1.63 1.42 1.06 1.37 1.62 1.42
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Table 4.13. Difference between the experimental and computational results (SCW1D)
AI AO EI EO
ṁ 3 % 13 % 3 % 15 %
π 2 % 10 % 5 % 2 %
τ 0.93 % 2 % 0.61 % 0 %
As shown in Table 4.13, the SCW1D code can predict the mass flow rates with an average
difference of 9% and a maximum difference of 16%. The pressure ratios are predicted with
a maximum difference of 10% and an average difference of 5%. The temperature ratios are
predicted with a maximum difference of 2% and an average difference of 1%. Figures 4.12
and 4.13 show the variation of properties during the cycle.
Figure 4.12. Comprex simulation at 12,000 RPM (SCW1D)
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Figure 4.13. Temperature and Pressure variation during the Comprex cycle
at 12,000 RPM rotor speed (SCW1D)
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5. VARIABLE SPEED TEST ON COMPREX
5.1 Effect of Variable Speed and Load Conditions
The importance of correct wave timings and the influence of rotor speed on the perfor-
mance of a PWS have been discussed in Chapter 4. Comprex is a belt-driven PWS, and
the rotor speed is proportional to the engine speed, which may not be optimal for PWS
operation. At the design point, a PWS is theoretically a very efficient device. A PWS needs
to be specifically designed to meet some specific requirements (such as compression ratio and
efficiency) of the unit to be supercharged. Under the variable speed and load conditions of
the engine, it is difficult to meet these requirements.
The PWS has been successfully tested on passenger car engines as well as heavy-duty
vehicles. The main advantage of the PWS is its rapid response to engine demand [1]. The
design features of the Comprex have enabled the device to keep operating under variable
load and speed conditions without failure. But a simple four-port wave rotor has limitations
to work under off-design conditions. If the rotor speed of a PWS goes below the design
point, the air will be compressed before the AO port opening, and for a pocketless PWS the
reflected wave traveling back into the channel will restrict the EI flow. Further reflections
of the wave on open ports give rise to the low-pressure zone between the high-pressure and
low-pressure parts of the PWS. Under such a scenario, the PWS operation will collapse due
to the low efficiency and excessive exhaust gas recirculation. To overcome the shortcomings
arising due to the reduced speed, an engine-dependent means can be used to maintain the
rotor speed constant. But it does not solve the whole problem.
Engine load is a crucial factor affecting the performance of superchargers. Under on-road
operating conditions, the engine load fluctuates frequently. If the engine load exceeds the
drive torque, the engine speed decreases. Also, on numerous occasions, the engine load tends
to exceed the rated load. In such a situation, the engine speed falls below the rated speed,
decreasing the ability to produce power. The engine needs heightened air and fuel flow to
overcome the power deficit under increased load conditions. This is a challenging situation
that a PWS should be able to address. The mass flow rate through the AO port is required
to be adjusted according to the engine demand. Also, it should be noted that wave speeds
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will change with average temperature due to speed of sound. At high engine loads, more
fuel is added in a diesel engine, and exhaust temperature coming via EI is higher. This
slightly increases wave speeds, and the effect is stronger there is more hot gas occupying the
length of the channel. But often engine speed may not increase but rather decrease as load
increases. Too much EGR will reduce oxygen in the cylinder and prevents engine load being
met.
Figure 5.1 shows the comparison between Comprex operations at low-speed and high-
speed. With the inclusion of pockets, it is needed to ensure that the cycle simulation starts
and ends at an instant in the cycle when the channel is fully closed. For this reason, the
cycle simulation starts shortly after the AI port closes, unlike in the previous chapters. This
type of simulation approach will be discussed in Chapter 6. The AO port (on the left side)
opens at around 30 degrees and closes at about 48 degrees in the depicted results.
Figure 5.1. Velocity profiles and Temperature during a Comprex cycle
It should be noted here that the performance of PWS is highly dependent on the AO
and EI pressures and the EI temperature. These represent boundary conditions provided
to the wave rotor code to simulate realistic operational situations. Unfortunately, limited
experimental test data is available on the empirical testing of Comprex under realistic condi-
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tions. The results depicted by the computational simulations need some insightful qualitative
assessment to picture the working of Comprex under varying rotor speed.
5.2 Variable Speed Test on Comprex
5.2.1 Variable Speed Test 1
It has been previously seen that the wave rotor analysis codes are able to predict the
performance of Comprex like wave rotors with an acceptable margin of errors. This section
aims to investigate the performance of Comprex under varying rotor speed. The pressure
and temperature boundary conditions are held constant in this section to only focus on the
parameters influenced by the variable speed. The Comprex geometrical boundary conditions
are same as described in Chapter 4. The reference pressure and temperature used in this
study are 14.7 psi and 518 R, respectively. At the EI port, non-dimensional stagnation
pressure was assumed to be 1.89, and the non-dimensional stagnation temperature of 1.73
was imposed. The dimensionless static pressure used at the AO port was 1.44. The properties
at the EO port were considered to be standard atmospheric. The Comprex was regarded as
a four-port wave rotor, and the wall-pockets were excluded from the simulations.
The specifications of Mazda 2.0 D engine have been given in section 4.2. Using the
Comprex pulley ratio, noted by Smith in ref. [ 32 ], as 4.25:1, the following data was obtained.
Table 5.1. Flow rates to the EI port for different rotor speeds









The engine speed range from 2,000 RPM to 4,000 RPM was chosen to simulate the
performance of Comprex. The rotor speeds were changed accordingly to see the effect of
variable speed on the mass flow rate through each port. In reality, the pressure and tem-
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perature values at the EI port will differ with the change in engine speed. As the pressure
of supercharged air is dependent on the pressure of exhaust gas, the static pressure values
at the AO port will also vary accordingly. The temperature of exhaust gas coming in plays
a crucial role in gas dynamics of the shock waves. It is challenging to find the relations
between the change of properties following the change in speed. Table 5.2 indicates the mass
flow rates through each port under variable rotor speed, predicted by the SCW1D program.
It is emphasized that the boundary conditions correspond to the referenced experiment and
not actual diesel engine operating conditions, and thus mass flow for EI can exceed that for
AO sometimes substantially.
Table 5.2. Mass flow rate for variable rotor speeds (four-port)
Rotor Speed (RPM) Rotor Speed (RPM)AI AO EI EO
8,500 9.8 13.02 7.58 11.01
10,625 12.32 11.47 11.75 11.14
12,750 13.39 5.82 17.00 9.77
14,875 15.22 5.5 22.41 12.99
17,000 12.43 2.86 22.54 13.21
Figure 5.2. Mass flow rate variation for variable speed (four-port)
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Figure 5.2 indicates the effect of speed fluctuations on the low-pressure scavenging in
the case of four-port Comprex design. As the speed increases, the mass flow rate through
the EO port tends to go up. In contrast, the mass flow rate through AO port seems to
decrease drastically following the increased rotor speed. In reality, the increased engine
speed indicates a reduced engine load. During the low load events, the airflow to the engine
is also cut down.
Figure 5.3. Velocity profiles for variable speed (four-port); (Left to right-
8,500 RPM, 10,625 RPM, 12,750 RPM, 14,875 RPM)
Figure 5.4. Pressure distribution for variable speed (four-port); (Left to right-
8,500 RPM, 10,625 RPM, 12,750 RPM, 14,875 RPM)
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The velocity profiles given in figure 5.3 explain the mass flow rate variation under the
change in speed. The following simulations have been conducted using the same ‘high-
pressure to low-pressure’ approach. The port opening and closing locations can be seen in
figure 5.4, which indicates the shift of shock incidence per change in rotor speed. The left and
right sides designate the cold (air) and hot (exhaust) sides, respectively. The high-pressure
part is at the bottom, whereas the top portion is the low-pressure part. The boundary
conditions are chosen from the 2,500 RPM test point from Smith’s experiment. Therefore,
the results at 2,500 RPM engine speed (10625 RPM rotor speed) seem more promising. Since
the pressure and temperature boundary conditions are constant, the velocity of shock waves
inside the Comprex channels is unchanged. Hence the point of shock incidence shifts upwards
following the increased angular velocity of the rotor. In real practice, the increasing engine
speed points to the higher velocity in the exhaust manifold. So, the stagnation properties at
the EI port are expected to be higher. Higher stagnation temperature results in higher shock
speed, causing the compression wave to arrive earlier at the AO port. Hence the mass flow
rate through the AO port remains largely unaffected. Yet the problem of poor low-pressure
scavenging needs to be addressed in four-port wave rotors.
5.2.2 Variable Speed Test 2
The results of another variable speed test conducted on the Comprex geometry are pre-
sented in this section. The reference pressure and temperature are same as the previous case,
14.7 psi and 518 K, respectively. The non-dimensional static pressure of 1.47 was used at
the AO port. The dimensionless exhaust gas pressure and temperature were assumed to be
1.78 and 1.66, respectively. Standard atmospheric conditions were applied at the EO port.
The rotor speed was changed from 9,420 RPM to 15,000 RPM.
The mass flow rates through each port are listed in Table 4.3. Figure 5.5 shows the
variation in mass flow rates through each port as the rotor speed changes. Comparing figure
5.5 with figure 5.2, it can be inferred that the variable speed can influence the performance
of Comprex-like PWS differently for different boundary conditions. The essential boundary
conditions applied at the ports are major key-holders in deciding the mass flux through each
port. They can either reinforce or compensate for the effects of variable rotor speed of the
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Table 5.3. Computed mass flow rate for variable rotor speeds (four-port)
Rotor Speed (RPM) Mass Flow Rate (lbm/min)AI AO EI EO
9,420 9.4 9.44 9.54 9.27
10,000 10.08 9.78 10.21 10.77
11,000 11.26 8.06 10.02 12.88
12,000 9.11 9.94 11.76 11.22
12,960 9.5 9.13 11.18 11.8
14,000 10.14 8.71 9.59 11.2
15,000 10.44 7.74 8.88 11.78
PWS. The overall Comprex cycle comprises several individual phenomena. It is possible to
tune in the individual phenomena to attain the optimum operation.
Figure 5.5. Mass flow rate variation for variable speed (four-port)
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6. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PWS WITH POCKETS
6.1 High-Pressure to Low-Pressure Simulation Approach
In order to accommodate all three pockets in a four-port PWS simulation using the
codes, some modifications had to be made to the conventional port arrangement approach.
In conventional PWS simulation approach, a cycle starts from the low-pressure part, by first
discharging the channel by opening it to the EO port. Since the AI port opens after the
EO port, corresponding port closing locations are also delayed. The last port closing will
be at the trailing edge of the AO port. Since the channel goes from low-pressure to high-
pressure part, the actual function of the expansion pocket can not be simulated. Also, the
location of expansion pocket is delayed in the direction of rotation, placing it much above
the gas pocket. Further, an essential computational requirement is to close both ends of
the channels at the cycle end. With this in consideration, it is not possible to simulate the
compression pocket. Still the simulation of expansion and gas pockets is possible. It is also
possible to simulate each pocket separately and together to investigate other possibilities
while scaling customized PWS. This approach has been successfully tested by S. Basu at
the Combustion and Propulsion Research Laboratory at IUPUI and has been documented in
internal references [ 24 ] and [ 25 ]. Different pocket combinations were simulated with Comprex
geometry and results were compared with each other.
In this work, a different approach called as ‘high-pressure to low-pressure approach’ was
developed to accommodate all three pockets provided in the Comprex PWS. The important
feature here is to just shift the cycle starting location from the low-pressure part to the high-
pressure part. A well-converged four-port Comprex simulation case was taken for reference
to compare the end results. Figure 6.1 shows a well-converged four-port Comprex cycle with
simulation results.
In the figure 6.1, the change of position of the pockets can be imagined. But if the phase
of the cycle is shifted from current start time to somewhere just above the trailing edge of
the AI port, all three pockets can be incorporated. To save the computational time while
testing the phase-shifting approach, the conditions in each computational cell at the end of
low-pressure part were obtained and used as initial conditions to simulate the phase-changed
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Figure 6.1. Low-pressure to high-pressure simulation approach
cycle. To obtain the properties in each computational cell at the end of low-pressure part,
only the low-pressure part was simulated using the SCW1D-A code. The cycle end time was
selected to be the AI port closing time plus the passage width. Doing so, just enough space
can be obtained at the end of phase-changed cycle to close both ends of a channel, saving
sufficient angular length to accommodate the pockets. Figure 6.2 shows the low-pressure
part simulation.
The high-pressure to low-pressure cycle starts from the location where the low-pressure
part simulation ends. This is a new reference start time. Remaining positions from the
reference start time were calculated without changing the port angles. The properties in
each computational cell, calculate by code at the end of low-pressure part simulation, are
used as initial conditions to simulate the remaining cycle which starts from the new reference.
This is a new approach developed during this work to incorporate the Comprex wall-pocket
combination.
Figure 6.3 shows the high-pressure to low-pressure simulation approach. This approach
gives a convenient way to relate the reversed cycle analysis of the Comprex without disturbing
the conventional nomenclature familiarity. Further, the simulation results are precisely same
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Figure 6.2. Comprex low-pressure part simulation
as the four-port Comprex simulation results. The simulation can be carried out for multiple
cycles and eventually runs to convergence. Further, if the initial conditions are set according
to the reference pressure and temperature, as those were set in the four-port simulation,
it gives promising results exactly similar to the four-port simulation. For same number of
iterations, the same results are computed by the two approaches. Hence this approach can
be conveniently used for other four-port PWS simulations.
In figure 6.3, the direction of rotation is in the direction of positive Y-axis. On the left
side, in the direction of rotation the first port (lower) is AO port and the second port (upper)
is AI port. On the right side, in the direction of rotation, the first port (lower) is EI port
and the second port (upper) is EO port.
In above geometry, it is possible to incorporate all three pockets at their relevant positions.
The expansion pocket can be specified between the trailing edge of AO port and the leading
edge of AI port. The gas pocket will be between the trailing edge of EI port and the leading
edge of the EO port. The location of compression pocket is between the trailing edge of AI
port and the leading edge of AO port. As there is sufficient space available at the beginning
of the cycle and the leading edge of AO port, a compression pocket can be simulated.
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Figure 6.3. High-pressure to low-pressure simulation approach
6.2 Pocket Combination for Four-Port PWS
The effects of variable speed on the performance of a four-port PWS have been discussed
in the previous chapter. To briefly summarize, the off-design rotor speed causes improper
shock arrivals, giving rise to undesirable backflows. Under engine high-load and low-speed
conditions, the rotor speed is substantially reduced below the design point, leading to im-
proper low-pressure scavenging and excessive exhaust gas recirculation. The rotor speed
must be held nearly constant or in fact may need to be slightly higher to achieve optimal
wave arrival timing, especially the arrival of the strong compression shock from EI to AO.
However, it is not always possible to maintain the rotor speed at the design point, especially
when the PWS is directly driven by the unit to be supercharged.
The Brown Boveri solution to provide the extension for variable speed and load range to
a four-port PWS involves constructing the wall-pockets between the high and low pressure
parts. The provision of wall-pockets provides the Comprex an significant extension of the
operating range in the direction of low speeds [ 10 ]. Figure 6.4 shows the Comprex air and
exhaust manifolds with pocket arrangements.
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Figure 6.4. Comprex air (left) and exhaust (right) stator endplates
The commercial Comprex unit has three wall-pockets machined in the endplates. In
figure 6.5, the direction of rotation is along the positive Y-axis. A gas pocket is provided in
the region between the trailing edge of EI port and the leading edge of the EO port, in the
direction of rotation. Similarly, an expansion pocket is provided between the trailing edge
of AO port and the leading edge of the AI port. Gas pocket and expansion pocket work
in conjunction to create the necessary high-pressure zone between the low-pressure part
and high-pressure part of a four-port wave rotor. A compression pocket is provided in the
cold stator plate between the trailing edge of AI port and the leading edge of AO port. Its
purpose is to assist the pre-compression of the fresh air, before it is compressed by the primary
compression wave originating from the high-pressure inlet port. A new ‘high-pressure to low-
pressure’ simulation approach was developed during this study to accommodate the pocket
combinations. Figure 6.5 explains the ideal wave diagram for a four-port PWS operating at
the design speed.
For optimum results, in order to avoid the discharge of contaminated gases into the AO
port, the high pressure interface (HPI) initiating from the leading edge R1 of the EI port,
must terminate at the trailing edge L2 of the AO port. The primary compression wave,
C-R1L1, originates from the leading edge of EI port and reflects on the leading edge of AO
port. If the reflected wave RC-R1L1 is a compression acceleration wave, the flow speed in
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Figure 6.5. Ideal wave diagram for a four-port PWS operating at design
speed (high-pressure to low-pressure approach)
the rotor will be decreased and leads to rise of pressure in the region Y. Hence the pressure
in region Y will be somewhat greater than the pressure in region X. This scenario results
into decreased mass flow rate through the AO port. On the contrast, if the reflected wave
R1L2 is an expansion acceleration wave, it will increase the flow speed in the rotor, thereby
boost the mass flow rate through the AO port.
For proper operation, it is also essential to facilitate the complete low-pressure scavenging.
It can be achieved only if the low pressure interface (LPI) terminates at or before the trailing
edge R4 of the EO port. Failing to attain the termination of LPI at least at the EO port
closure will lead to trapping the exhaust gas present in the region W, which will subsequently
be recirculated to to the engine. To avoid the incomplete low-pressure scavenging, certain
sufficient flow speed is necessary in the region W. The flow speed in the region W depends
on the pressure in region Z. However, the pressure in region Z depends on the pressure in
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region Y. SO, in order to maintain sufficient flow rate in the region W, the pressure in region
Y should be higher. The pressure in region Y is determined by the mass flow rate through
the AO port, in a sense that the increased mass flow rate through the AO port will decrease
the region Y pressure and vice versa. The AO port mass flow rate is a function of the engine
demand. Higher the engine demand, higher would be the mass flow rate through the AO port
and lower would be the pressure in region Y. In other words, if the engine load is increased,
the engine demand would be higher. The elevated mass flow rate through the AO port will
reduce the pressure in region Y, jeopardizing the low-pressure scavenging.
Figure 6.3 shows the wave diagram for a four-port PWS operating at a speed far below
the design speed. As the cycle starts, the channels will be opened to the leading edge R1
of the EI port. The primary compression wave C-R1L1 will penetrate the channels. It will
arrive the left end of the channel too early before the opening of AO port and reflect on the
closed end of the channel. The pressure behind this reflected wave RC-R1L1, that is the
pressure in region X’ will be much higher than the pressure in region X. In fact the pressure
in region X’ exceeds the pressure at the EI port, forming the backflow, indicated by arrow
51, through the EI port. As the cycle continues, the channels will be exposed to the AO
port and an expansion wave E-L1R2 will travel into the channel reducing the pressure in
region Y. The pressure in region Y may be higher or lower than the pressure in region X, the
difference being relatively small. However, the pressure in region X’ is substantially high as
compared to the pressure in region X. The expansion wave E-L1R2 reflects on the open port
EI and reestablish the inflow conditions through the port EI as indicated by arrow 52. The
compression wave RC-R1L1 reflects on the open port as a compression wave and reduces
the pressure in region Y’, thereby causing the undesirable flow reversal through the AO port
indicated by arrow 11. Consequently, the expansion wave E-L1R2 reflects on the open port
EI as a compression wave and reestablishes the outflow conditions at AO port after reaching
the left end of the channel, as indicated by arrow 12.
Upon the closing of EI port, an expansion acceleration wave will be generated from its
trailing edge R2. The expansion wave traveling from the trialing edge of EI port to the
trailing edge of AO port, will arrive at the left end of the channel before the closing of AO.
The pressure behind this expansion wave, that is in the region Z will be significantly lower as
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compared to the pressure existing in the high-pressure part of the cycle. Hence an additional
undesirable flow reversal will emerge at the AO port, indicated by arrow 13.
Figure 6.6. Wave diagram for reduced rotor speed operation (high-pressure
to low-pressure approach)
In the low-pressure part, an expansion wave E-R3L3 will originate as the channels are
opened to the EO port. The pressure behind this wave will be lowered to almost atmospheric
value and it will arrive the left end of the channel before the opening of AI port. Despite the
low pressure in region W, the direction of flow will still be towards the EO port. However,
the reflected expansion wave RE-R3L3 will create further reduction in the pressure in region
W’. Upon arrival at the EO port, the backflow will occur in the region W’ as shown by
arrow 61. As the rotor continues, the compression wave C-L3R4 will travel into the channels
and restore the outflow conditions upon reaching the EO port. The region W’ bounded
by the reflected waves continues to reciprocate into the channel and results into the flow
reversal at the AI port, as the arrow 21 indicates. The inflow conditions will be shortly
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restored by the reflected waves following the region W’. At the lower speed of the rotor, mass
flow rate through the AO port will be larger and it will reduce the pressure in region Y.
Also, the undesirable backflows will be emerged as a result of incorrect wave timings. These
phenomena are counterproductive for the low-pressure scavenging process.
Figure 6.7. Four-port PWS operating below speed
Figure 6.4 shows the operation of a four-port PWS below design point. In temperature
diagram, it is clearly visible that the low-pressure interface does not terminate before the
closure of EO port. As a result, excessive exhaust gas recirculation takes place at the AO
port. Similarly, the flow reversals can be identified by corresponding arrow numbers used in
figure 6.3. The regions Y’ and Z have fairly low pressures as compared to the region X’. The
pressure below the region Z is approximately equal to the reference states used at the AI
port. Low-pressure zone at the region Z qualifies the flow speed in the region W. As stated
earlier, this scenario signifies the incomplete low-pressure scavenging.
This simulation was conducted using the SCW1D-A program and the rotor speed of 3000
RPM was used. The mass flow rates through the EI and AO port were observed to be around
9.40 lbm/min. On the other hand, the mass flow rates through the EO and AI port were
significantly depleted to reach the value of about 1.64 lbm/min. Jose et al. in ref. [ 23 ] have
presented a combination of arrangements to provide four-port PWS a variable speed and
load range extension in the low-speed direction.
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Figure 6.8. Working principle of expansion pocket
The first construction is provided between the trailing edge of the AO port and the
leading edge of the AI port. This recess in the airside manifold is referred to as an expansion
pocket. The purpose of expansion pocket is to mitigate the harmful effects of expansion
wave originating from the leading edge of the EO port. It has been discussed earlier how
this expansion wave causes backflows at the EO port, thereby hindering the low-pressure
scavenging process. The location of expansion pocket is determined such that the early
arriving expansion wave will be incident on the pocket. The expansion pocket allows the
exchange of fluid between the region Z and region W’, as shown in figure 6.5. In four-
port wave rotors operating at lower speeds, the pressure existing in the region W’ is almost
below atmospheric pressure, which causes undesirable backflows at certain locations. The
expansion pocket allows the high-pressure fluid from region Z to pass through the pocket
into the region W’ and eliminates the flow reversals. Depending on the pressure existing
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in region Z, the pressure available in region W’ can be greater than the pressure present
in region W. However, to attain proper working of the expansion pocket, it necessary to
maintain the sufficient pressure in it. The expansion pocket pressure solely depends on the
pressure available in region Z. It has been explained previously that the pressure in region Z
might be fairly low when the rotor is rotating at lower speed. Another factor that directly
affects the expansion pocket pressure, is the location of incidence at the pocket. The arrival
of expansion wave originating from the leading edge of the EO port divides the pocket in
two sections. The lower section ‘c’ is exposed to higher pressure region Z and upper section
‘d’ is exposed to the lower pressure region W’. If the rotor is rotating at very low speed, the
lower section ‘c’ will be shorter and upper section ‘d’ will be longer. This means the flow
going into the pocket through ‘c’ will be less than the flow leaving the pocket through ‘d’.
In such condition, the pocket pressure will be substantially reduced. Also, during the low
speed operation, the pressure in the region Z will be lower. Hence, the expansion pocket
standing on its own might be less efficient at lower rotor speeds.
The expansion pocket pressure needs to be maintained to overcome the pressure drop in
it. A gas pocket is provided to branch off some high-pressure gas from the exhaust manifold
of the engine (or from some other high-pressure zones such as X’) to improve the pressure
in region Z. The location of gas pocket is between the trailing edge of the EI port and
the leading edge of the EO port, as shown in figure 6.6. A simple and practical means to
facilitate the high-pressure fluid into the region Z is to provide a smaller cross-section duct
from the exhaust manifold to the gas pocket. This type of construction can be seen in figure
6.1, denoted by a circle. Yet another way is to extend the portion of gas pocket up to the EI
port, by forming a gap between the hot stator plate and the rotor exit plane on the hot side,
as denoted by the shaded region in figure 6.6. The high-pressure fluid entering the rotor
from the gas pocket will form a high-pressure band Z’ between the regions Z and W. The
pressure of Z’ will be equal to higher than the pressure at Z. The gas and expansion pocket
working in conjunction give outstanding low speed and load operability to a four-port PWS
[ 23 ].
Additionally, a compression pocket is provided between the leading edge of AO port
and the trailing edge of AI port. The purpose of compression pocket is to enable the pre-
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Figure 6.9. Working principle of gas pocket
compression stage before the primary compression. The compression of fluid starts when
AI port closes and the gas inside the channel comes to halt. The waves incident on the
compression pocket further boost the pressure of fluid at the beginning of the cycle. A four-
port PWS equipped with all three pockets becomes very elastic and exhibits variable speed
and load operations.
6.3 Numerical Modeling of Pocket Combination
The numerical modeling of the wall-pockets discussed in the previous subchapter has
been performed using a simple lumped volume technique, patterned after the modeling of
the combustor in a gas-turbine topping cycle wave rotor simulation at NASA using the Q1D
code [ 28 ]. The first computational cell of a passage is exposed to the left-side of the cycle,
that is to the cold stator plate. The computational cell designated by the subscript 0 is the
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cell where port boundary conditions are applied. Here, a pocket has been treated as port.
Hence, the mass and energy fluxes through the computational cell denoted by the subscript
0 can be used to update the conditions in the cold-side pockets, that are expansion and
compression pockets. On the left side, the pocket density and pressure can be integrated
using the continuity (eq. 6.1) and energy (eq. 6.2) equations as follows.






















Similarly, the last computational cell of a passage is exposed to the right-side of the cycle.
The subscript M designates the last computational cell of a passage. The subscript M+1
denotes the computational cell where the right-side port boundary conditions are applied.
Hence, the mass flux through the computational cell denoted by M+1 can be used to update
the properties in the gas pocket, which in in the hot side stator plate.
Here, a port between the EO and EI ports can be used as a gas pocket. There are two
approaches to simulate the gas pocket. First, it can be treated just like an expansion pocket
with higher pressure and temperature boundary conditions. With this approach, the gas
state in the pocket can be integrated using the continuity (eq. 6.3) and energy (eq. 6.4)
equations as follows.






















The superscript n indicates the discrete temporal index n∆t and the subscript i indicates
the spatial index i∆x, with ratio of ∆t∆x = 0.2, with ∆x = 0.02 Here, ρpoc, and Ppoc are the
pocket density and pressure, respectively. L, h and b are the passage length, height and
width, respectively. Vpoc is the pocket volume. N indicates the number of passages, whereas
k indicates the individual passage numbers. M represents the last computational cell in the
computational domain.
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Another approach to model the gas pocket is to simply consider it as port since it does not
have any significance in fluid exchange. The main purpose of gas pocket is to maintain the
high pressure in expansion pocket. The flow coming in through the gas pocket is diverged
from the engine exhaust manifold and supplied to the pocket through a duct. The duct
opening into the pocket can be considered as a small cross-section port. Both approaches
have been discussed in the next subchapter. The first approach can not signify the actual
working principles of the pocket-combination as the pocket pressure is updated after each
cycle and it is adjusted according to the adjacent computational cells. However, this approach
is important to identify the computational efficiency of the introduced model. The second
approach is more plausible and gives promising results.
6.4 Numerical Simulation of Pocket Combination
6.4.1 Pocket Simulation Method-I
As explained earlier, the gas pocket can be modeled by treating it either like an expansion
pocket or like an auxiliary high-pressure fluid introducing duct. In method- I, the gas pocket
has been simulated in same fashion as the expansion and compression pockets. The purpose
here was to allow the fluid passage from the high-pressure area to the low-pressure area first
through the gas pocket and then through the expansion pocket.
The following simulation was performed using the SCW1D code to simulate the Comprex
cycle. The reference pressure and temperature are 14.7 psi and 518 R. At the EI port, non-
dimensional stagnation pressure was assumed to be 1.89, and the non-dimensional stagnation
temperature of 1.73 was imposed. The dimensionless static pressure used at the AO port
was 1.44. The properties at the EO port were considered to be standard atmospheric. Also,
other boundary conditions and input parameters are same as used in the pocketless Comprex
simulation in the previous chapter. The rotor speed used was 8,500 RPM.
Figure 6.10 shows the locations of wall-pockets. The direction of rotation is along positive
Y-axis. The inflow and outflow port locations are same as shown in figure 6.9. Once the
pockets are specified at desired locations, the port numbering will be changed. In figure
6.10, in the direction of rotation, on the left side (cold stator plate) there are compression
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Figure 6.10. Comprex simulation with pockets (Method-I)
pocket, AO port, expansion pocket and AI port, respectively. Similarly, on the right side
(hot stator plate), there are EI port, gas pocket and EO port, respectively. From this point
on, the same port numbering will be used for each simulation included in this chapter.
In the method I, there is no inflow through the gas pocket. It is assumed to perform in
the same way as the expansion pocket. Though this approach does not describe the actual
functioning of the gas pocket, the simulations performed using this method can be used to
verify if the pocket modeling affects the mass flow rate through other inflow and outflow
ports. Table 6.1 show the variable speed test performed on the PWS with pockets.
The pressure and temperature boundary conditions used here are same as those in the
variable speed test 1, in section 5.2.1. The wall-pockets have been included in the same the
same PWS geometry. The rotor speed was varied from 8,500 RPM to 17,000 RPM.
Table 6.1. Variable speed test on PWS with pockets (Method-I)
Rotor Speed (RPM) Rotor Speed (RPM)AI AO EI EO
8,500 7.61 11.7 7.52 11.68
10,625 10.22 11.15 11.09 12.14
12,750 12.6 7.65 16.11 11.26
14,875 12.71 4.34 19.68 11.46
17,000 12.92 3.77 21.59 12.57
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Figure 6.11. Mass flow rate variation for variable speed (PWS with pockets, Method-I)
Figure 6.12. Mass flow rate variation for variable speed (four-port)
Figure 6.11 shows the results of variable speed test simulation of a PWS with pockets.
Figure 6.12 shows the results of same test performed on a four-port pocketless PWS geometry.
It can be observed that the mass flow rate through each port remains largely unchanged.
As the pocket pressure and temperatures are updated after each cycle, it is impossible to
maintain the necessary pocket pressure in the expansion pocket without any sort of fluid
exchange from the high-pressure zones. Eventually, this might lead the cycle to behave like
a four-port cycle. A gas pocket is provided to constantly supply the high-pressure fluid to
maintain sufficient pressure in the expansion pocket.
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6.4.2 Pocket Simulation Method-II
The objective of gas pocket is to establish a high-pressure zone in the region Z’, as shown
in figure 6.13. In Comprex-like PWS, it is achieved by diverting some exhaust gas into the
rotor through the gas pocket. Hence, the gas pocket can be treated as an inflow port. In
Comprex CX-93, the portion of gas pocket is extended up to the EI port by forming a narrow
gap between the rotor-end and the hot-side stator plate. The flow coming through EI port
is allowed to pass through the gap into the gas pocket. The trailing edge of gas pocket is
slanted by some angle to extend the width of high-pressure band denoted by Z’. Some other
versions of Comprex are provided with a narrow duct originating from the exhaust manifold
and opening into the gas pocket. The flow coming into the EI port is allowed to pass though
the duct and taken into the rotor through gas pocket. For computational simplicity, the
duct opening into the exhaust port has been considered as an inflow port.
Figure 6.13. Comprex 6,000 RPM simulation with pockets
The simulation results shown in Figure 6.13, illustrate the working of Comprex with
pocket combination. The rotor speed of 6,000 RPM was used for this simulation. The port
pressure and temperature boundary conditions are same as discussed in the previous section.
In the temperature diagram, the low pressure interface can be seen terminating much before
the trailing edge of the EO port and assures the low exhaust gas recirculation. Introduction
of the exhaust gas from the gas pocket can be visualized by the interface created at gas
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Figure 6.14. Temperature and Pressure variation over the cycle (Comprex with pockets)
pocket opening. The high-pressure region Z’ established by the gas pocket can be seen in
the pressure diagram. As the rotor is rotating at lower speed, the primary expansion wave
originating from the leading edge of the EO port arrives at the expansion pocket. In a four-
port PWS, the pressure existing in region W’ will be the lowest in the cycle. It generally gives
rise to the flow reversals from the EO and AI ports. The exchange of fluid from region Z’ to
W’, allowed by the expansion pocket, increases the pressure in region W’. The arrow shown
in the pressure diagram gives the direction of fluid exchange through the expansion pocket.
Higher pressure in the region W’ ensures proper low-pressure scavenging. The compression
pocket facilitates the pre-compression stage at the beginning of cycle, in the high-pressure
part. Figure 6.14 shows the pressure and temperature variation over the cycle. The pressure
plot shows the rise in air pressure at the compression pocket.
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6.4.3 Variable Speed Performance of Comprex with Pockets
As discussed earlier, the pocket combination gives variable speed operability to a four-
port PWS, in the direction of lower speed. Simulations of Comprex with pocket combination
has been performed for varying rotor speed, to identify the effect of wall-pockets on the
performance of a PWS with pockets.
The pressure and temperature boundary conditions are same as those used in the vari-
able speed test 1 conducted on the four-port PWS geometry, in section 5.2.1. The reference
pressure and temperature are 14.7 psi and 518 R, respectively. The non-dimensional static
pressure of 1.47 was used at the AO port. The dimensionless exhaust gas pressure and tem-
perature were assumed to be 1.78 and 1.66, respectively. Standard atmospheric conditions
were assumed at the EO port. The rotor speed was changed from 6,000 RPM to 12,750
RPM. The pressure and temperature boundary conditions were kept constant and only the
rotor speed was varied for each simulation. Table 6-2 shows the mass flow rate through each
port and gas pocket (GP), for different rotor speeds. It can be observed that the mass flow
rate through EO port, which generally tends to decrease with reduction in rotor speed, is
maintained at sufficient values, even at much lower speeds.
Table 6.2. Mass flow rate through each port for varying rotor speed (Comprex
simulation with pockets)
Rotor Speed (RPM) Mass Flow Rate(lbm/min)AI AO EI EO GP
6,000 10.69 10.41 10.11 14.06 3.8
7,000 11.18 11.32 10.73 14.43 3.97
8,500 10.97 10.92 11.67 15.22 4.33
10,625 12.46 11.07 12.34 17.97 4.39
12,750 14.72 7.63 11.29 21.06 2.83
Table 6.3 shows the total pressure in each port and pocket, computed by the wave rotor
codes at each rotor speed. Faster the rotor rotates, later the primary expansion wave arrives
at the expansion pocket. This means, the low pressure band W’ will become narrower as the
rotor speed increases and lesser amount of fluid will leave the expansion pocket. Hence, the
pressure existing in the expansion pocket will be higher at higher speeds. Figure 6.16 shows
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Figure 6.15. Mass flow rate variation for varying rotor speed
Table 6.3. Total pressure in each port and pocket
Rotor Speed (RPM) Total Pressure (non-dim)CP AO EP AI EI GP EO
6,000 1.31 1.52 1.43 0.98 1.86 1.91 1.04
7,000 1.15 1.54 1.46 0.98 1.85 1.92 1.04
8,500 1.13 1.56 1.52 0.98 1.84 1.91 1.04
10,625 1.09 1.57 1.62 0.98 1.82 1.91 1.06
12,750 1.18 1.61 1.7 0.98 1.84 1.97 1.08
Figure 6.16. Total pressure variation with varying rotor speed
the total pressure variation following the varying speed of the rotor. The terms CP, EP and
GP are the acronyms for compression pocket, expansion pocket and gas pocket, respectively.
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6.5 Validation of Comprex Simulation Models
Modeling of wall-pockets and Comprex simulation with wall-pockets has been discussed
in previous sections. This section aims to validate the computational results by comparing
against the experimental data available. Simulation of Comprex with wall-pockets has been
performed in this section by choosing the laboratory test conditions from AFIT experimental
study described in B. Smith [ 32 ]. Three test points were selected in the AFIT experiment to
investigate the performance of Comprex. The mass flow rates, pressures and temperatures
at each port were measured for three different rotor speeds. The recorded pressures and
temperatures from the AFIT experiment have been used as the essential boundary condi-
tions. It should be noted that the AFIT experimental testing did not emulate the real-world
operation of Comprex but it was a bench-top laboratory testing. Further, the wave rotor
analysis codes compute the values of pressures and temperatures at the rotor exit face and
taking measurements at the rotor exit face was rather impossible to implement in the ex-
perimental set-up. Three tests conducted were at the rotor speeds 9,420 RPM, 12,000 RPM
and 12,960 RPM. Mass flow rate provided to the EI port at 9,420 RPM and 12,960 RPM
was 13.1 lbm/min whereas at 12,000 RPM it was 15.9 lbm/min. The comparison between
experimental and computational results has been shown in table 6.4.
Table 6.4. Mass flow rate comparison between AFIT experimental results
and Comprex simulation results with pockets
Rotor Speed (RPM)
Mass Flow Rate (lbm/min)
Experimental Computational (With Pockets)
AI AO EI EO AI AO EI EO
9,420 6.45 10.18 13.04 9.31 6.82 11.36 14.64 9.04
12,000 10.03 12.59 15.87 13.31 12.58 12.13 13.64 15.92
12,960 10.05 11.07 13.04 12.2 11.14 9.08 11.45 13.42
Table 6.5 shows the percentage difference between the experimentally measured values
and computationally predicted values. Figure 6.17 shows the comparison of velocity pro-
file over the cycle for three test points. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the experimental and
computational mass flow rates.
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Table 6.5. Difference between the experimentally measured and computa-
tionally predicted values of mass flow rate
AI AO EI EO
9,420 6 % 11 % 12 % 3 %
12,000 25 % 4 % 14 % 19 %
12,960 11 % 17 % 12 % 10 %
Figure 6.17. Velocity profiles (Left to Right- 9,420 RPM, 12,000 RPM, 12,000 RPM)
The maximum difference between the experimental and computational values of mass flow
rates occurs at the AI port in 12,000 RPM rotor speed simulation. The results predicted
by the computational codes are highly dependent on the EI port pressure and temperature
as well as static pressure at the AO port. So, it is important to use the accurate value of
static pressure at the AO port which was not recorded in the experiment. Also, the locations
where the measurements were taken during the experiment are not in the vicinity of the rotor
whereas the code predicts the values at the rotor exit face. A valve used at the AO port was
adjusted in the experiment to balance the mass flow rates through AO and EO ports. The
wave rotor analysis codes have the ability to incorporate the exit vales at corresponding ports.
In above simulation, the exit valve simulation modules were not used. Despite the differences
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between the experimental setup and computational boundary conditions, it can be seen that
the wave rotor analysis codes can reliably predict the performance of Comprex-like PWS.
Figure 6.18. High-pressure part mass flow rate comparison
Figure 6.19. Low-pressure part mass flow rate comparison
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6.6 Simulation of Comprex under Realistic Operating Conditions
There is limited experimental data available on the Comprex performance under realistic
operating conditions. The only experimental data available is from a laboratory experimental
testing conducted at the Air Force Institute of Technology, described in ref. [ 32 ]. In this
section, an attempt has been made to investigate the performance of Comprex fitted on
Mazda 626 diesel engine. The engine specifications have been listed in Table 4.1. Mazda
626 2.0 l diesel engine, for which the Comprex was used, had 4 inline cylinders with total
displacement volume of 1998 cc. The engine thermal and volumetric efficiencies were assumed
to be 46% and 90%, respectively. The engine produces 179 Nm torque at 2,000 RPM. From
Comprex pulley ratio of 4.25:1, the rotor speed at this operating point was calculated to be
8,500 RPM. Lower heating value (LHV) of diesel fuel used here is 46,500 kJ/kg.
The power output at 2,000 RPM can be calculated as,
W = 2πNT60×1000 = 37.489kW






Assuming the engine operation at air to fuel ratio (AFR) of 23, air flow can be calculated
as
ma = mf × AFR = 145.121kg/h = 5.3322lbm/min
From air and fuel mass flow rate to the engine, the exhaust mass flow rate can be
calculated as
meg = mf +ma = 151.43kg/h = 5.5622lbm/min
For the mass flow rate of air to the engine cylinder during the intake stroke, pressure of the
engine intake air can be calculated as




Here, temperature T was assumed to be equal to 385 R. These pressure and temperature
values can be used at the AO port as boundary conditions. The stagnation conditions at
the AI port can be used to nondimensionalize the AO port pressure and temperature values.
The EI port boundary conditions were estimated by using the isentropic relations for a diesel
cycle. The nondimensional static pressure and temperature at the AO port are 1.59 and 1.34,
respectively. Similarly, the nondimensional stagnation pressure and temperature at EI port
are 1.59 and 2.62, respectively. The boundary conditions were applied as described above to
simulate the Comprex working under realistic conditions.
Figure 6.20. Velocity, Temperature and Pressure taces (Comprex simulation
under realistic conditions)
Figure 6.20 shows the velocity, temperature and pressure traces over the cycle. The
mass flow rate through the AO port predicted by the code when applied the pressure and
temperature boundary conditions as described above is 5.81 lbm/min which is closer to the
mass flow rate required by the engine at 2,000 RPM. Similarly, the mass flow rate through




7.1 Summary of Results
The intent of this work is to develop a methodology of using the wave rotor analysis
codes to simulate the performance characteristics of the pressure wave superchargers with
wall-pockets. The wall-pockets are design features for the extension for speed and load
range of PWS, first found in the Comprex PWS, developed by Brown Boveri and Company.
Three versions of wave rotor analysis codes, used at the Combustion and Propulsion Research
Laboratory at IUPUI, were used for simulating the Comprex geometry operating at different
speeds. The NASA Q1D code has been previously validated for the Comprex geometry and
size. In this work, the axial-passage (SCW1D-A) and non-axial passage (SCW1D-B) versions
of the SCW1D code, derived from Q1D with substantial modifications, have been validated
for geometry, size, and design elements unique for Comprex. The results predicted by the
codes are in fair agreement with the limited experimental data available.
When used for complex geometries like PWS, It is important to verify that novel features
such as pockets can be consistently implemented in the more basic Q1D and more advanced
SCW1D versions. As all codes have been modified several times for including additional
features, it was important for version control to keep track of the changes made to the codes.
The codes were first validated for the basic unsteady flow processes with and without friction
and rotation. The results produced by the three codes were compared against the analytical
solutions for the basic unsteady processes. All three codes were in good agreement with
the analytical solution as well as with each other. The conservation equations in SCW1D-B
version include additional terms to account for the passage curvature. The conservation
equations to account for the passage curvature in SCW1D-B have been manipulated alge-
braically such that the additional terms from the passage curvature are transferred to the
source vector. The SCW1D-A and SCW1D-B versions produce identical results when the
passage curvature is set to zero. Also, the observations made about the performance of codes
at non-optimum duct angles, have raised the need to review the incidence model and port
mixing calculations used in NASA Q1D and SCW1D (A and B). Some minor discrepancies
were identified and resolved in the friction modeling. Based on this verification study and
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the fact that flow incidence in pockets can be substantially non-optimal, it was decided to
implement the pockets model in the Q1D and SCW1D-A codes, but not the SCW1D-B code.
The main objective of this work was to extend the capability of the SCW1D-A program
to incorporate the wall-pockets used in the PWS configurations. Numerical modeling of wall-
pockets has been performed using a simple lumped volume technique. The pocket density
and pressure are updated using the continuity and energy equations in such a way that the
net mass and energy fluxes of the pockets are each driven to zero as the solution converges,
neglecting heat losses. The SCW1D programs can embody any number of ports due to their
modularity. The pockets have been modeled by considering them as ports. To more easily
incorporate the three wall-pockets provided in Comprex, the four-port cycle was arranged
for the simulation to begin with the cycle’s high-pressure part. This simulation approach
provided the necessary dead-time (angular position equivalent to wall boundary) between
the ports to incorporate the pockets at desired locations. The simulation results show that
the pocket combination works to serve the qualitatively explained purpose of facilitating the
low-pressure scavenging. It was observed that the mass flow rates through each port remain
almost unchanged during the low-speed operation of the Comprex. With the capability to
simulate the wall-pockets, the wave rotor analysis codes can be reliably used to design and
scale the PWS geometries with pocket combination.
7.2 Conclusions
An unsteady, one-dimensional numerical module has been developed to simulate the
effects of wall-pockets used in four-port wave rotors. The simulation results show that
the pocket combination can establish sufficient high-pressure zones at desired locations by
capturing the energy of certain waves at a phase of the cycle and redistributing the energy
to adjacent phases of the wave cycle. The pocket simulation module, when used in the wave
rotor analysis code, can predict the performance of pressure wave superchargers with pockets.
The main advantage achieved in this work is to extend the capability of computational code
SCW1D-A to incorporate the wall-pockets, which will allow the design of pockets in future
applications of wave rotors, including wave rotor combustors.
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The simulation results have also shown that the SCW1D programs can satisfactorily
predict the performance of pressure wave superchargers of size, geometry, and unique design
elements similar to Comprex. Although the limited experimental data is available to compare
the results, it has been observed that the simulation results are in good agreement with the
qualitative expectations of the pocket combination used in Comprex. The lumped volume
models of individual pockets have been observed to be able create the high-pressure bands
as per necessity and hence can be used to design novel pocket locations as per custom
requirements.
This work also presented the opportunity to review and compare the modeling approaches
used in NASA Q1D and SCW1D programs, for modeling different phenomena such as friction
and non-uniform port flow mixings. Some minor discrepancies were identified and resolved.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
A limited set of experimental test data is available to understand the operation of
Comprex-like PWS under variable speed and different boundary conditions. Although the
experiment was not intended to duplicate the practical diesel engine operating conditions,
the simulations have predicted the results close to the experimental data available by accept-
able margin of errors, considering the challenges in measuring the accurate values during the
experiment. The wave rotor analysis codes can be used to scale a small PWS with pockets
for diesel engines. Students at IUPUI have previously attempted to scale a PWS for Kubota
diesel engine used in Snowmobile race vehicle. Similar study can be conducted to design and
manufacture a PWS with pockets. The device can also be used to generate the experimental
data for future research.
This work presented an opportunity to review the modeling of different physical phe-
nomena, mixing calculations and fundamental numerical scheme used in three wave rotor
analysis codes. Efforts should be continued to review different modules of the codes to check
if there are any differences present in the modeling approaches used in NASA Q1D and
SCW1D codes, and to improve the incidence loss model of SCW1D-B such that pockets can
be designed for wave rotors with bent or non-axial channels. Also, the errors in incident loss
modeling in SCW1D-B code should be investigated.
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In this work, the pocket locations are specified as per the measurements taken on the
Comprex PWS. The pocket locations and widths can be varied to examine whether they
are optimal or can be improved. The pocket effects can be applied for realistic diesel engine
conditions of PWS operation, by matching EI mass flow rate to a specific percentage of AO
mass flow up to 100%. The flow restriction (valve) between gas pocket and EI port can be
added in the model, to more faithfully represent the geometric design.
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The simulations presented in this thesis have used non-dimensional spacial grid size (nu-
merical spacial step) of 0.02. The grid or computational cell size has been obtained by
dividing the wave rotor passage into 50 cells. This size of spacial steps was determined by
conducting a grid convergence check. The convergence check conducted on NASA Q1D and
SCW1D (A and B) has been presented in this appendix. As stated earlier, both A and B
versions of SCW1D code compute the same results when passage curvature angle is set to
zero in version B. Hence the results presented under SCW1D title represent both version A
and B.
The number of computational cells was varied from 25 cells to 150 cells by changing the
grid sizing. The analysis results were compared with each other to determine the appro-
priate number of cells required in the model to ensure that the simulation results are not
affected by additional grid refinement. Mass flux is a good measure to compare the results
computed by each code. The mass flux values computed by the code when using 25 cells
(non-dimensional spacial step of 0.04) are in close proximity with those values calculated by
using 150 cells (non-dimensional spacial step of 0.00667). The point of 50 computational
cells was determined by considering the time taken by the codes to compute the results and
quality of plots generated after post-processing. Coarser grid of 25 cells produces low-quality
x-t diagrams whereas the graphs generated by using 50 cells are of sufficiently higher quality.
The difference between the results can be seen in presented x-t diagrams and velocity plots.
Figure A.1. Velocity profiles using different numbers of computational cells;
(Left to right- 25 cells, 50 cells, 100 cells, 150 cells)
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Figure A.2. x-t diagrams using different numbers of computational cells
A.1 NASA Q1D
Table A.1 shows the simulation results computed by NASA Q1D program for different
grid sizing. It can be observed that the simulation results are almost unchanged for finer
mesh refinement.
Table A.1. Grid convergence for NASA Q1D
Number of Cells Cell Size MFAI MFAO MFEI MFEO
25 0.04 0.356 -0.410 -0.416 0.355
50 0.02 0.358 -0.410 -0.415 0.356
100 0.01 0.358 -0.410 -0.415 0.357
150 0.00667 0.358 -0.410 -0.415 0.357
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A.2 SCW1D (A and B)
Table A.2 shows the mass flux computed by the SCW1D programs by using different
numbers of computational cells. It can be observed that the simulation results are largely
unaffected by additional mesh refinement.
Table A.2. Grid convergence for SCW1D (A and B)
Number of Cells Cell Size MFAI MFAO MFEI MFEO
25 0.04 0.365 -0.449 -0.461 0.375
50 0.02 0.368 -0.449 -0.461 0.373
100 0.01 0.369 -0.450 -0.461 0.373
150 0.00667 0.369 -0.450 -0.461 0.373
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